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Well it has been two years since I edited artspace and it looks
like I am back in the hot seat again, at least for the next two
issues. I want to thank Mick Rafferty for doing a great job in
keeping the journal going. I suppose this is a 25th anniversary, 25 issues not years, although it seems like that since I
produced the first issue in '98 as a simple newsletter. lt has
gone on regardless of the changes in LSA committee members with writers and reviewers coming and going. I want to
thank Pete McOarthy for his return to the folded pages and to
Nick Smale. We are always seeking new writers and reviewers so if you want to be involved please contact us .

A lot of exhibitions, and words written about them, have
flowed through artspace since my last issue which incidently
covered Warwickshire Artsweek in 2004 which gets even better. I thought the idea of using the main exhibition spaces in
the towns of Leamington, Rugby and Stratford, to showcase
the aftists involved was an excellent solution to what has
become at times in the past, controversial decision making
when selecting a group show.
ln addition in the development of LSA, we have moved into
Spencers Yard, the Cultural Quarter of Leamington Spa. lt
will provide a focal point for members and I hope that members will use it as a means of meeting up with each other.
More information is available via Grace Newman through our
website www.lsa-artists.co.uk. What we would like is members to take up active roles within the organisation. Please
contact any member of the committee if you wish to become
involved in any capacity. You will be most welcome.
Finally, I hope you like this issue. As usual it's packed with
some very interesting afticles and reviews and shows that
there is life past the London gallery circuit, and in many cases
a lot better.
Bill Jackson
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Parallels on Aft and Literature
Bill Jackson'Morphenia'
The White Room - Leamington Spa.

I am also reminded of the uncompromising photomontages

of John Heartfield. The Peaceful Fish of Prey (1937),

for

example, shows a man with a fish's head dressed in military
uniform, and in Madrid 7936, two vultures wearing military
hats, sashes and national insignia of Germany and Franco's
produce
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visions,
lhe Funeral of the Poet Paniza. Although Jackson's
historical and literary
and unlversal, of allegory and parable, of dark and light humour. images are on the whole more surreal and visionary than
The images are accompanied by laconic texts which illuminate realistic, many of his portraits, perhaps all of them, are satirithe caste of characters and place them within the context of cal, and in the case of the large print entitled, Ship of Fools
the Morphenian world. Jackson's new work not only has paral- there is an obvious allegorical intent.
lels with the satirical photomontages of John Heartfield and the
allegorical realist paintings of George Grosz, but has links to Jackson's Ship of Fools, arrived at the land of Morphenia i
late medieval satirical literature and to paintings of Hieronymus the text states, "ln the beginning there was only Morphenia")
Bosch and Peter Bruegel. There are also correspondences "overflowing with doctors and dragons,/ demons and gods.i
between Jackson's creation of vivid dream-like imagery and the shamans good and bad, cats and monkeys, circus fools and
aspirations of nineteenth century poets, such as Coleridge and / giants." The ship appears as a frail craft loosely constructed
from fragments of driftwood and on board there are many of
Bimbaud, to create a new visionary poetic language.
the recognisable inhabitants of Morphenia, including three
Two of the inhabitants, Ihe Fish Twins, for example are described monkeys, a cat, two Corn Dollies, and peering from the portin the following terms: "Half lung, half cod fish, / the Fish Twins holes, the faces of lhe Dr.Morph,lhe Red Dragon,lhe Fox5,
are able to fly by attaching a pair of wings at will / to their fleshy Lady, one of the Fish Twins and Birthday Boy. The metaphor
carcasses." The twins are named, Henry and Thomas, and "will of a 'ship of fools' has been around at least since late medientertain you with a fish supper." They are carnivorous by choice evaltimes. ln 1494 Sebastian Brant published a collection o;
and "have no loyalty to any other / fish types, seeing themselves poems together with woodcuts which became popular for its
/ above the mackerel and the herring primarily because unlike / satirical treatment of members of religious orders as well as
other underwater creatures, / they are amphibious and are one almost every other human occupation or pastime. lt probably
hell of a good Karaoke I acl, lespecially doing Elvis and Judy./ influenced Hieronymus Bosch to paint his Ship of Fools, an
Check out their 'golden' cod pieces." The digital portrait of the allegory of intemperance, in which the occupants, including a
twins is equally strange and rather more sinister. They have large nun and a monk, are seen absorbed in satisfying their carnal
cod's head skulls, wings and bodies that are assembled from appetites without thought for the future. Jackson's, Ship of
lungs and other organs to vaguely resemble parts of the human Fools,like that of Sebastian Brant and Hieronymus Bosch
body. They recall some of the satirical and disturbing collages of contains characters that have all the frailties that mankind
George Grosz, such as The Face of the Ruling C/ass, and also and womankind are heir to; all the moral flaws illustrated so
characters in his allegorical realist paintings, Eclipse of the Sun variously in, for example, Peter Bruegel's seven deadly sins
and Pillars of Society, the latter, with its cast of priest, judge, and vices.
politicians and military men, is like a mock-religious altarpiece.

Ship of Fools
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Bill Jackson

of Jackson's creations. The smoking parrots, Albert

and

George, for example, smoke the Morphenian herbal smoked

mackerel, and the Red Dragon, the most feared inhabitant
of Morphenia prefers to pick the flowers of the valley where
he lives, rather than eat flesh. Birthday Girl and Bitthday Boy
are recognisable as more contemporary characters. Birthday
Glrl with her doll-like face, big black eyes and red lips has
given up missionary work for 'blue sailors' for more adult
pleasures at the phenia club where her ex-lover, Bitihday
Boy, runs the phenia nightclub, open twenty-four hours a
day, eight days a week. We learn from the text that, "He is
older than he looks. Fifty was a great year for him and he has
been celebrating it every night for the past fifty years."

ts

.'zay

Boy

Bill Jackson

: as the world of Hieronymus Bosch and Peter Bruegel the
l:=' not that of George Grosz, that I first associated with
,',

-::-

son's half human, half beast images. Jackson's Morphenia
Garden of Delights, to the extent that it is a
s:'a-ge, often grotesque, imagined or part dreamed world, that
::-:ains bizarre creatures. Bosch's world is populated by a
r'::3sque variety of flippered, feathered and clawed creatures,
' .:'rC beasts, that creep and crawl over the landscape. There is
a -an-tree, a pig dressed as a priest reading a book and a fish
s::1ing armour with a sword stuck in its belt. These strange,
: s:.lrbing and half comical creatures are as odd as some of
Jar:rson's creations, such as The Fish Twins and the cigarette
s-:<ing parrots, Albert and George. Peter Bruegel, particularly
^ :rgravings, such as lhe World of the Seven Deadly Srns and
,':as and in the print, The Temptation of St.Antony, populates
- s landscapes with flying-fish, man-jugs, blemmyae (heads
,', :^cut a trunk and only two limbs), bizarre insects and reptiles

s - e Bosch's

,',

:-

-j

human features and devils in the form of monkeys brandishspears.

- 3cth Bosch and Bruegel the landscapes are infested with
-=-y demons that make life miserable for the tormented
---ans but in Jackson's Morphenia each character plays,
z -cie or less significant role in a story that is part allegory,

However, the overall impression of Morphenia is disturbing.
The almost super-real definition of Jackson's digital images
and their immaculate, flawless surfaces create the impression of an airless world seen through a magnifying lens. They
have a concentrated intensity that is hypnotic and seem to
parallel aspects of early Romantic and later symbolist poetry,
such as Coleridge's Rime of the Ancient Mariner and Arthur
Rimbaud's The Drunken Boat. They share these poets'
dream-like, nightmarish vision and, to some degree at least,
the Romantic ideal of the poeVartist as visionary and seer.
As with Bosch's Ship of Fools and Brant's poem, there are
direct parallels here too in Jackson's use of the metaphor
of a voyage in a symbolic boat. The Ship of Fools in Bosch,
and often in Brant, are seen adrift without a captain, sailing
on uncharted seas or at the mercy of the elements. This is
also the case in Rimbaud's poem and Coleridge's rime, and
may be surmised in Jackson's Ship of Fools, where there is
no apparent captain and the ship seems to have arrived on
the shore of the mythical world of Morphenia by accident or
by ill fortune.

Jackson's vision and pictorial language echoes the surreal,
dream-like poetic imagery of Coleridge and Rimbaud. When,
in Coleridge's famous poem, the ancient mariner grasped
the arm of the wedding guest and fixed him with his glittering eye, there was no escape from the vivid, hallucinatory
world, where "... slimy things did crawl with legs / Upon the
slimy sea," and "The water, like witches oils / Burnt green,
and blue and white." There were other frightful visions, a
woman appeared, "Her lips were red, her looks were free, /
Her locks were yellow as gold: / Her skin was as white as leprosy," Similarly in Rimbaud's, Ihe Drunken Boat, the voyager
relates how, "Green waters seeped through all the seems, /
Washing the stains of vomit and blue wine, /And swept away
my anchor and my helm." He saw fabulous and disturbing
sights, "...fantastic Floridas / Mingling the eyes of panthers,
human-skinned, with flowers!" I and, " ... fermenting marshes
like enormous nets / Where in the reeds a whole Leviathan

decays!" The reference to 'vomit' and 'blue wine' may be a
symbolic expression of Rimbaud's disgust at the contem',':'chenia,'a kindly soul', who lives in the white house and is porary French society which he was leaving behind, but it
- :orstant sorrow since her minister and lover, Count Gorby recalls a similar loathing that Grosz and Heartfield felt for
: s=cpeared, the tragic result of her brief affair with Air Marshal German society of the 1930s and 1940s and which was the
Fz:cit. Dearstalker, head of the dark house, is accompanied by wellspring of their biting satire. The faces pressed up against
: s rinions, the coyotes and foxes. The Corn Dollies live at the the portholes of Jackson's Shp of Fools, recognisable as
c:-rdary between the two houses and are the guardian angels that of DrMorph, The Foxy Lady, The Red Dragon, Birthday
c' )earstalker. Queen Bess has a half-sister, the Red Pepper Boy and one of the Fish Twins, are seen as dangerous fools.
Q,=en. whom she has banished to limbo-land where she waits They also seem to exist in the same hyperreal world created
f:':re time when she can become Empress herself. There is not by the hallucinatory language of Coleridge and Rimbaud.
c- ;,, the amusing reference here to the historic sixteenth century
: . ati'y between Elizabeth the First of England and Mary Queen
c' Scots, but also a strong element of humour underlying many

:a:

parable. There is Queen Bess, the benevolent Empress of
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ln his so-called, 'Letters of the Visionary' Rimbaud wrote that it was only by a "systematic disordering of all the senses" that he
could attain his poetic ideal and create a new visionary type of poetry. The new, visionary world of Jackson's Morphenia owes
something, I think, to a disordering of the senses. The ordinary waking mind is unable to conjure up dreams and nightmare
images, but even if it were possible to invent something similar the result would not carry the authority of an authentic drean
experience.
ln Heart of Darkness, Joseph Conrad described this experience as "... the dream-sensation, that commingling of absurdity, surprise and bewilderment in a tremor of struggling revolt, that notion of being captured by the incredible which is the very essence
of dreams." Perhaps Jackson, like Coleridge, was helped to some extent by the effects of morphine (he was being treated for
cancer at the time) or, could it have been the result of the trauma of his illness? ln such circumstances perhaps, where reasor
fails to cope, surrender to dreams and nightmares, where the conscious mind's controlling influence is helpless to intervene, is
the wisest or perhaps the only sane option. One thing is certain, however, that Jackson's brilliant realisation of the Morphenian
world, could only have been given a physical, communicable reality, by an artist who was in full command, of all his senses.
Nick Smale 2006

You can see the work on line at http://www.billjackson.biz

"Do you see him? Do you see the story? Do you see anything?
It seems I am trying to tell you a dream--making a vain attempt,
because no relation of a dream can convey the dream-sensation, that
commingling of absurdity, surprise, and bewilderment in a tremor of struggling
revolt, that notion of being captured by the incredible which is the very essence of dreams...
no, it is impossible; it is impossible to convey the life-sensation of
any given epoch of one's existence--that which makes its truth,
Its meaning-its subtle and penetrating essence. "

Joseph Conrad 'Heart of Darkness'
lntroductory text from 'Morphenia'
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LSA Open - Warwickshire College of Aft
- :):- cirs at this year's LSA Open varied f rom traditional rep=
':::-:::
oral painting to a range of abstract or semi-abstract
,,, : -. > T-rere were several digital photographic images and
:--:::'aphs, one print, one free standing sculpture, but no

)

-::: a: 3ns or film related works. The centre of the exhibition
::::: as a void that begged to be filled. Although there were
- =- . -:e:esting images in the show there was an obvious
::. r'-cre challenging and experimental work, which seems
,',

.: := ::riined, too often, to art college degree shows or major
='-:::rs in art galleries. The work of Andy Whitehead,
=,- : ::l rn the School of Art at the North Warwickshire and

-

tL-:-

-

-- ='! College, Nuneaton, and reviewed in this issue as
:=-. :'\Uarwickshire Afts Week, exploited film and sound in

-' :'i

' :,

and inventive ways to express ideas that seemed par=-' ,' appropriate to his chosen medium.

3 Jackson's small photograph, Open Heart (Papworth
--:.:a'r was set in a wide, deep frame and the richness of
:-: :: c.lrs. enhanced by the use of gold leaf, suggested the
:-=::-:e

of something precious, perhaps a glittering jewel or
= '-: niniature portrait, until I looked closer, and focused on
-:)--.laid bare, literally. The photograph by Grace Newman,
=
=--.-.=i Brood, a group portrait of surgical gloves, their long
-';'rge[s hanging down like multiple teats, was witty and
:::=-,ant. I liked the way Newman allowed humour to be
=, -'=ssed in her work; there was so much in her choice of the
:: . so many fruitful associations, lt was amusing, serious and
::, . a I at the same time.

gr3ie Stride's,

Hole 461, a digital photograph, was striking
-ieresting. lt was like looking through a keyhole, except
=-:
:-:: :-e hole was filled with what looked like brightly coloured
= =::':al wiring. There was, however, an alternative reading,

r

I
1,
-i iir,

\

\t

l

\"{ ir

\

Grace Newman

the uniform black rectangle that surrounded it could be seen
as empty space and the hole as a brightly lit sphere, or more
fancifully, a planet. The sprayed acrylic canvas by Laura
Merlin, entitled Gr4c, was well conceived and handled and
the contrast of light and colour created a dramatic effect that
was almost electric. Printmaking was represented by Gillian
lrving's Les enclos paroissiaux, Brittany. lt reminded me of
prints of the sixties, an imaginative combination of abstract
forms and visual clues. There were identifiable elements,
such as the outline of a car, a church belfry or perhaps a
steeple, as well as lively contours and shapes. The colour
was subdued, black, I think, with rusty reds and a pale blue,
reminiscent of Brittany, the source of her inspiration.

Neil Phillips' painting on glass was garish by comparison.
His Universal Egg, was like a great red planet set on the horizon of a blue sea and yellow sky. The glass gave the image
a unique clarity and gloss finish. The paint was applied using
a drip technique and the colour had more subtlety than was

apparent at first glance. Helen Bone's Food Chain, using
acrylic and collage, was lively and colourful as usual. She
seems entirely at home and content with her freely expressed

and attractive abstracts, although abstract is not really an
adequate word to describe her work, which often seems to be
informed by her sensitive response to landscape, particularly
to light and atmosphere. However, the introduction of spiky
shaped cereal packaging into Food Chain, together with

the title, suggests perhaps a desire to make a painting that
referred directly to other concerns, such as social and environmental issues. Anne Cole was also exhibiting an abstract
work that was formally lively and elegant and showed a sensitive use of materials but ran the risk of being no more than
another refined and knowing example of fine art decoration.

Steve Phillips's Sun, Sea and Shed, may have been stylistically influenced to some degree by the paintings of Max
Beckmann and there was even a suggestion of John Bellany
lurking in the background. The sense of being by the sea,
the colour, brightness, heat and light, was very effectively
achieved in the upper half of the painting but the lower section, seemed to me, to be arbitrary, an area that Phillips had
not resolved in relation to the rest of the painting. David
Lewis, however, had no such trouble with his HSBC Bank,
a watercolour and topographical view that could be admired
for its skill and attention to architectural detail. On the other
hand, Rodney Burns, had no concern for representation, his
Try Angle 4, an all white painting, created a convincing illu -'=,

='s

in a bag

Emma Price
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sion of three dimensions, as did Dorothy Biddle's abstract of Tessa Beaver's Horse Chestnut, giclee print, reminded me
coloured shapes assisted by linear relief. Margaret Godwin's of her fine woodcuts of trees. lt looked, however, more like a
landscape, Welches Meadow, resolved the inherent formal print of a photograph rather than a reproduction of a original
problems associated with trying to marry representation and woodcut, but I may be mistaken. Finally Emma Price's Travels
abstraction, by her choice of subject and reliance on colour. in a Bag, an imaginative and intriguing title, consisted of three
Sheila Milward and Julia Hayes exhibited abstract images small paper-mache and cotton objects, fragile and slight.
with the evocative titles, Unutterable Grief and Destrny, which open at one end and with empty interiors. Hardly bags at all,
were not to be read, I think, ironically.
nothing like handbags, full of all kinds of personal items, or a
rucksacs, but simply empty spaces which never seemed likely
Nancy Upshall exhibited a straighfforward portrait, The Girl to be strong enough to hold anything.

with the Rainbow Hair. lI was a nice pose and painted

in

Upshall's usual manner, with rather thin colour and somewhat Nick Smale
hesitant, but nevertheless sensitive brush strokes. Her treatment of the subject makes me wonder what Gustav Klimt would
have made of it. David Broadhead's painting of a full length
reclining nude, his Odalisque, a favourite subject of nineteenth
century artists, was reminiscent of a style of tonal painting
associated with The Euston Road School and Camberwell
School of Arts and Crafts during the 1940s and 1950s.

Richaft Maire
The White Room - Leamington Spa.
Richart Maire's work appears, at first sight, to be quite simple. The images are often symmetrical with a central motif surrounded by simple geometric forms. He contrasts black and

There were a couple of gritty performances by Richard white with rich colour fields which are generally textured. lt is.
Houguez and Rhoda Bertz. Houguez's untitled wall piece however, the characteristic formal arrangement of the various
was constructed from what looked like elements rescued from elements in his compositions, both geometric and organic
a dilapidated shed. A broken window frame, dirty white with a that give his work their distinctive appearance.
clouded piece of glass still in situ, some stained wood panels
with splashes of faded blue and red paint, strands of yellow ln Arbre de coeur, for example, Maire choses to place a sem
straw, two small pale green bottles and a section of rusty transparent square of Japanese paper, in which fragments o'
guttering, were assembled in an abstract collage that power- plant fiber are visible, in the central area of a rich field of yelfully evoked an abandoned past that had fallen into a state of low ochre. On this fine paper an image is printed in black, a
neglect. This relief sculpture was, for me, more effective than tree with heavy fleshy leaves. Surrounding the central area
a painted image or any other two-dimensional equivalent. ln there are sixteen squares drawn in black lrne and in each o'
some ways there is a correspondence between Houguez's these, placed centrally, there is another small white printec
sculpture and the painting entitled Unearlhed /V, oil and mixed square. Another untitled piece consists of a rough, texturec
media, by Rhoda Bertz. Here too I was confronted by the phys- board, painted in a matt black. There is a central square o'
icality of the materials. The canvas was heavily textured, lay- white Japanese paper glued to it and a single diagonal stitch
ered, stained and torn. The surface bore imprints, colours were attaching each of the corners to the board. Within the square
faded, layers of under painting showed through and surfaces of Japanese paper there is a freely drawn or printed motive
were encrusted. The unique quality of the 'painting' (impossible forming three vertical panels like the shutters of a window, one
to describe in words) owed a good deal to the ghostly pale, on each side, with a space between. The only other element is
bluish white surface, which occupied the central area of the four gold painted triangles, like long, thin arrowheads, pointing
canvas, and which had a curious intangibility, registering more inwards, midway on each side of the central motive.
as space than surface. lt seemed to contain memories, distant
and vague, of things or events. The other particular feature Maire's respect for, and appreciation of the individual qualiof the work was the fragmented patches of blue, close to an ties of each of the materials he uses, together with a sensiultramarine (the only strong colour that was clearly differenti- tive understanding of formal relationships between line, form
ated from the background), which lay on the surface as an and colour, are the keys to his success. The colours of his
backgounds have a rich organic appearance, the deep reds
inanimate and inexplicable, almost spiritual, presence.
pinks, blues, blacks and greys, bear a unique and finely balanced relationship to his use of black line and small areas o'
flat white. lt is clear that he has been much influenced by the
work of artists, such as Rothko, Matisse, Klee and Soulages
Maire's work, however, is subtle and original and could easily
be overlooked in the presence of more dramatic images. They
do not immediately demand our attention but gradually reveals
themselves to those who are willing to stick around and take
a second or even a third look.

There is a theoretical side to Maire's work. Apparently he is
concerned with the 'duality of the individual', the two sides o'
the brain, which relate to creativity on the left hand side, and tc
logic on the right hand side. Maire works, therefore, with botl^
hands; the left hand for the left side of the canvas and the righ:
hand for the right side. However, this theoretical approach
does not seem to have obviously affected the symmetry or
appearance of many of those images I was able to see.
Universal Egg
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Artsweek 2006

-l- s year's'Artsweek'which

::

lasted from 1-16th July seemed to
,',ell organised and pretty wellsubscribed. There were some

a1s:s rvho did not take the opportunity to open up their studios
in cafes, libraries, shops, colleges,
r- --:les. gardens and parks. Not that those who did, and some
:' -:ie. were enamoured of the experience but it does provide a
- : -eirt of truth when the great British public can get to see live
-=-.'a: free. Where to start a review, except with an overview,
:- =: :oints to the fact that the greatest concentration of arts:s :ne wonders why) were to be found in Leamington Spa,

:: :-3 public but exhibited

/=- ,',,orth and Warwick with at least 66 entries and those some-:s made up of groups. The least number of 8 in Nuneaton
a-: 3edworth, is followed by 11 in North Warwickshire, by 23
- = -gby, 52 in Stratford. These figures with others meant that

:

- .=' 200 venues were involved and thousands of the brochure
,'=': ssued, with the maps, constitute an impressive array of
:1s:o activity and aspiration in this county. You could even
,', ^ a prize, if you went to more than four venues and returned
_.:-r forms and were lucky enough to be selected, like a Bill
-2'i',ey etching of 'Little Gate' with an image of a resting sheep
,', :- amb, set against a gate and wall, evocative of the rustic
-=-.:,ie of Warwickshire, would you believe it. Still, an impress .: organisational feat matching that of Oxfordshire and else,','='e. and those involved such as Brenda Boardman, lris Beftz,
-=:sca Morgan, Claire Mitchell, Vanessa Oakes and Chloe
-:-^son, among others, need to be congratulated.

--rse

who know anything of the artistic scene in Warwickshire

,', rot be surprised to have seen the works of David Lewis
:'- j;ng alive the architectural complexity of the monumental
:, :ings that surround us and celebrating the illustrious clas: : sr of the 'Jephson Memorial'. Future generations will doff

:-=:

hats in his direction for capturing the magnificence of our
-:-:age. Elizabeth Marsh does so in a quieter mode with her
:-, :re Green'and 'Early Spring'that enjoys the beauty of place
,',

:- a calmness based on observation and a handling that

: ,:s due weight to colour and texture in the visualisations of
:a:

cular houses and their surrounds. Then there was Anthea
Callen at'Wildes'with her large floppy nude drawings that filled
:-: space with wild abandon and showed daring could reach
'-' ilent at least aesthetically, where pears and apples could
===r to have their human counterpart. So, to Steve Phillips
,'.-:se sculptured pieces turn our heads, with forms that have
- :: Deen part of the vocabulary of sculpture until now. The world
::=^ls to have been turned upside down and the heads and the
-=:red faces seem to strike an appropriate note, in these days
-' :'.lelty. ln addition he is noted for his dripped paint and'blood
: - red tide' images of the 'Kopiti Coast' in New Zealand, where
: ::rse of vastness seems to determine the edge of the world.
-- s :hallenge to place was further reinforced again by his skill
=: :-:ating imagery that seems to have little substance except

,-= 'ather frightening thought of displacement as in 'Airport

=,-,','aV' where landing runway and control tower merge into
example of versatility in an
his
whole
life to art. Not that others
nrho
has
devoted
=: =:
-:
.:i't and Warwickshire is lucky to have many, such as Harry
\i'einberger, Chris Couch, James Butler RA, Terry Atkinson,
3,ll Jackson, (whose recent exhibitions at the White Room,
=, :',,;ed elsewhere in this issue, and galleryl2, Hampstead,
=.: been very well received, establishing him as a significant
=-: serious artist)and not forgetting Neil Moore, whose enig- =: : paintings, exquisitely rendered as in S/eeping lrgers which
:s its subject of human behaviour and the notion of inno::. Yes, the days of tolerance are now beset by the shadow
:olrtical correctness and if artists' work can cause seemr -nease as it has done in the case of Moore recently, then

:-::ements. We have a striking

we all live in a less free world. Shelia Millward's work points
in this direction, where through the manipulation of image
The Awful Abstract Beauty of a Building Hit by a Bomb, she
sublimates the horror of extremist action into the aesthetic
but leaves no question as to the root cause. lt raises the
question that Bacon and others have raised as to whether
ugliness, brutality and deviancy can be beautiful, as Millward
has challenged before. En route is a case in point where in
this lithograph, a harrowing image of faces peering in bewilderment and disbelief from cattle trucks , seem to hurtle
pass to their gruesome destination, and we are outraged at
such barbarity. A further striking image is seen in large red
poppies, seemingly smeared and crumpled, which evokes
a memory of bravery, and recalls in form, that astonishing
sculptural fountain in Jephson Gardens of the Czech patriots
that set out from Leamington Spa to assassinate a brutal Nazi general, and did so with the consequent loss to their own
lives. The artists of Warwickshire treat serious subjects with
conviction and show versatility as seen in Grace Newman's
work. From her unsettling cots made from latex gloves,
she has gone further and created a huge nine foot torso,
striking in its conceptual strength, which consists of plastic
coated piping and plastic tubing hanging from a dome in the
Warwick Hospital, Outpatients Dept, so the effect is as if you

can see the internal structures of organs and muscles with
nothing being too obvious and a metaphor for the human
body within a medical context. Her work Scavenger recently
exhibited at a Charity show for the homeless depicts a figure
bent over a rubbish bin looking for food in a worn overcoat
with the intensity of despair. This is for real in that there is
unkemptness and roughness so that the picture is making a
social comment in a direct form.
ln addition to group shows such as that of LSA at the School
of Art, reviewed elsewhere in this issue, there were several

Showcase exhibitions where artists who had opened their
studios to the public exhibited a typical work in the Pump

Room galleries, Rugby Art gallery and Stratford gallery.
This was an imaginative idea and was useful for those of
the Public pressed for time who yet wanted an overview of
what was on offer. To my mind the Leamington show stood
out and Chloe Johnson's excellent eye in the arrangement
of the works added an extra dimension and will be reviewed
elsewhere in this issue.Those at Rugby and Stratford were
also illuminating and the latter seems to have spawned artists who were heavily into publicity, with masses of information attached to the labels describing their work. lt somehow
inhibited responses as there seemed such desperation to
present works (and even the afiists themselves) as saleable
commodities rather than aesthetic experiences.
One should not forget the AMA who always put on an excellent group show and did so atArnold Lodge school. There
were the usual talents to be seen and the heat generated
by such a group seems to fuel further advances in the work.
Pat Carpenter's exploration of figures in dramatic fashion
caught one's eye, and there is always a hint of mystification,
as if things are not exactly what they seem, so the narrative intrigues. Marigold Macgregor examination of natural
forms which with her well practised eye sees with precision
and translates her observations with accuracy and flair, and
adds lyricism when needed as in 'Blue Bird'that soars. Ingra
Harland's work is always memorable with its thick texture
but one notices the move to etching as a further means
of expression, and the series Ancestors allude to a sense
of remote past, of shadowy figures recalling that which is
beyond history.
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One can hardly mention them all but Williams, Buckingham,

Bryer, Hickling, Upshall and even as a lonely male Peter
Anderson, among many other good artists, constitute a formidable body earnestly searching to reach seltfulfilment through
their art. Buckingham gives a softness of period appeal to her
figures and Ashenford 'Pattern of lslands'become absorbing,
as we peer at them and make out an extra dimension of a
face, with the contours viewed from the air, on further investigation reveal a whole head, hidden in one instance in a volcanic crater. There are so many other exhibitors here Brain,
Cole, Poutney, and they have become like household names
in the artistic fraternity of Warwickshire. Most keep their prices
at cut price levels, some well less than what they should be in
an ideal world and none could be said to be expensive. The
public have artists by the throat as studios pile up with unsold
work which should have been bought and displayed on the
miles of walls in offices, hotels, hospitals, prisons, airports and
even houses that sees no art in sight.
One should not overlook The Cutting Edge gallery where
Julia and Tony Prior have set up an artistic centre in the
country, offering studios to artists and a walk in a sculpture
park that is tortuous and relaxing at the same time. Yet they
also continue to work and Julia's depiction of horses, in particular, are spectacular in the extreme, and Tony's work has all
the gusto needed to overwhelm any depressed sceptic. Pat
Noble's work of restrained abstracts mediated by mark making sifted through a sophisticated sensibility was also on view.
ln addition ,Jenny Hankin put on an installation with tights
stretched across a wall like brooding bats flitting; Helena
Tudor painted huge cataclysm sweeping panoramas of seascapes where sky and water where in tumult; Huw Grantham

presented dramatic portraits with a searchlight effect from
unconventional angles; Duncan Weir gave us microscopic
figurines in green, purple and yellow that had an unsettling
aspect. All in all it was a concentration of artists seeking to find
the right image to suit their outlook on the world.
What of artists who were not part of a group but ploughed their
solitary course alone. Philip Goddard stands out as singular
as no work comes close to his in character. Made up of painted driftwood and assembled their attraction and significance
lies in lack of image, and artefact as metaphor. These pieces
seem to have honest endeavour with a deliberate intention not
to deceive the eye with illusionism but to cherish the discarded
and put them back together in an aesthetic mode. The recent
works show the introduction of metal grids underpinning the
whole artefact as if the play of different materials can lead us
into greater depths of analysis. These have the poetry of the

uncommercial and the recycling with artifice point to one of
the enormous dimensions of the cultural future. Another artist
in the studio is Helen Bone with her orchestrations of colour
and chords struck of different tonalities. The room was alive
with various resonances and a bravura of brushstrokes. This
was Bone at her best using her private language to suggest,
evoke and provoke reactions from the viewer. This was painting as painting as painting, coming from the Venetians of the
16th century, through Rubens of the '17th century, Delacroix
and Van Gogh of the 19th century, and Soutine and Pollock
of the 20th century, and coinciding and nestling with Howard

Hodgkin, comfofting and reassuring that a modern master (who waited years for recognition), could instil, support
and speak with the same voice. One detected that through
the medley of brushstrokes problems could be solved, and
in images solutions to the complexities of life in the modern

era. Yet, is this a swan song in the development of art in that
mark making that seeks the visual equivalent of emotions has
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run its course. Or is it as Schopenhauer said in 1860 that'all
art aspires to the condition of music'? lt was pleasing to see
the endeavour, and experience the tactile quality of paint per
se and the pictorial elements displayed in vigorous form. The
meaning lay in the message and the message seemed to be
'art for art's sake', and what's wrong with that, even if some
might think it is 'escapism'. But if this were so, then ninety per
cent of the work seen would have this character and most of
the artists deluding themselves as to the meaningfulness of
their work. Has Conceptualism made artists doubt their role
and undermined their confidence. I think not. There is too
much activity here as demonstrated in this Artsweek for that

to be so.
One must not forget Geoff Underwood, a heroic local artist.
who has struggled against the odds, and given us two views
of that mythologized artistic haven St. lves with 'Early Morning'
and 'Evening Light', in his usual lively manner, capturing two
moments at different times of the day. One might add that the
Spa has more artists per square mile than St. lves and even
now, as the centre of England, is challenging its legitimatize
as to who should wear the crown. One must not forget either
Colin Dick who lives outside the boundary but who too has
spent his life endeavouring. Then there is Frances Freeman
who offers alluring paintings of alluring subjects; Wendy
Freeman whose shapes and colours hold their own in any
free for all; Simon English whose land art is much neglected
and could transform the countryside with Phoebe English
who homes in on the shoe in all its guises; Dianne Greenway
offers shells and other fragments from the natural world with
so much conviction; Moira Lamont with her delectable views
and skilled versions of the countryside peppered with engaging male nudes; Avril Moore with her formalised and fascinating versions of how to see the unusual in what is taken for
granted. How then when one mentions serious artists coulc
James Vinciguerra rate an exhibition at Warwick Museun
and one must conclude it is the power of youth. His imagery is
a combination of straight views of various locations that range
through Stratford, Warwick and Leamington to wobbly ones
where the world has been seen through the eyes of one that
perceives buildings at the point of an earthquake or distortions
emanating from the morning of the night after. lt suggests
that Disney has been let loose and such work lacks gravitas
and has a flippancy unbecoming to a Begency town

What was surprising was Jane Powell's latest work whicl'
seemed so extraordinary in the light of her previous precise
and perfectly rendered interiors with understandings of form.
colour and tone and pictorial space. She has pioneered ir
Kenilworth an amazing artistic centre with an excellent gallery
and holds competitions and exhibitions drawing in artists fron'
over the region for many years. She gives beginners instruction and mature artists hope and continues to do so year in
and year out. Her own recent work though is as if she has
been liberated from a straightjacket. A bubbling effervescence
has surfaced and out of semi-abstract images painted with
colourful calligraphy one is viewing all as if through a kaleidoscope. They have the power to fascinate and we marvel at
their energised strength, and in the light of her history it seems
as if she has moved from Classicism to the Baroque with a
little touch of Mannerism thrown in for good measure.
Margaret Godwin seems to have deserted the woods and the
lakes for the more open moor and is testing herself against the
measure of how far can you reduce down and still retain significance and a grip on nature. She still reminds urban dwellers that there is the truth of the seasons to contemplate. Mo
Enright continues with her rather low key chromatic range to

:=2s: the mystery from the wood and make the trees enrgmatic
,', :- :'re swirling mist that stroke their trunks. Mark Tilly in his
s:-: o showed his amazing gigantic figures and his'Chinese
l=a:rmask'. which has a feel of non-European art about it,
,', :- ts broad features with their inscrutability as one waits for
z j-,^te to sound and a thousand years of history to spill out.
The Webster's too, Kathy with her brooding fruit that seem to
::: -rcre intensive, tight and exact as the years roll on, and
-=---,' the master of mythical animals that prowl, endear and
-=:= virtually at the same time, and we marvel at the power
:::-ayed in the art.

'.'.

'eEret is that I was unable to see the work of Mick

Raffefi

-: se sophisticated talent produces work which always sur:' =:s and delights. Nor did I see that of Josephine Howard
.'.

-:se

studio in The Grid shows work well worth seeing, so
:old.
The Victoria Group newly formed of six artists has
=: - - amism and was a rewarding experience, as was Within the
-:-estic where one could see Angie Stride's video of cats,
Aifreda Mchale's mountain of buttonscontained in jars on

:::-:cases, Susan O'Grady's large scale daring landscape
:'=,',ings, and so much more that one felt inclined to rename
,-= :rterprise the Dramatization of the Domestic.

--:-

there is David Troughton who continues to evoke so
a-!, memories with his clever imagery and utilise such varied
:=:-riques to provide a challenging visual feast. There seems
--:- confidence in painters such as Jessica Mallorie who
:-=s not flinch from providing massive abstract landscapes
:-:: engulf one and are destined for large room. What courwhat determination, she does not flinch. Mark Stammers
=::
, -:se work reminds us of the background of paintings to be
'- -^J within the cupolas of churches with coloured cloud like

-

': --s gyrating in optical motions. This is a private language and
and Mondrian have much to answer for. Whereas
=-Jinsky
'=-Slnsky justifies his work with 'The Spiritual in Art' and
: : -rs that if I have an emotion I can find a visual equilivant in
':'- to convey to the viewer that emotion, and Mondrian who
: : ns to have rendered the core of calm in visual terms so
- = :aintings are of that essence. The consequence has been
.-= crivate language of hundreds of artists flooding the world
. :- their own philosophical justification. Yet the assessment

:'

:-:ality of their work lies in the handling of paint or whatever.
= :he direct test of the aesthetic in formal terms and that is
,=ty
difficult thing to do and also to justify both in production
=
;-r consumption. Mary Partridge's work isquite the oppo. := far from muscular and quite cerebral with cryptic coded
-:ssages that are subtle and perhaps more relevant to the
=:-rological culture in which we are immersed. One has only
.: ::e Andrew Pallister's work to acknowledge this fact with
--=,', ngs on to a computer of architectural wonders and then
: - -:ed on to a canvas with a starkness that gives dramatic
=-==-al. lan Purvis again gives us warning in coded form of
: : : al warming with head-like bollard shapes emerging from or
::=' 'rg at a fog like atmosphere and effective in its own terms.
=-:- such abstraction it is a relief sometimes to encounter an
=: s: such as Helena Godwin who is dealing with stone and
: :: and carving her way to create sculptures that can be
: =-. :f the interior of a home or be put in a garden as an orna-=-: They capture a whole range of mood so they can offer
=-::arment or whimsicality and they are there to be touched if
==: be and the range of the work is captivating. Jean Parker
- : Taster of dramatic effect and the illumination behind the
= =:aster that has been stroked with affection by a knowing
=-: and chisel, creates a mystery that takes us back through

- =::'ial and concept

authentic. This is the search for the meaning of primeval matter in form and their strength and purpose is such that they will
outlive the centuries. ln contrast Jane Moore with her enamelled pieces such as 'Fallen Angels' and 'Magic Apple Tree'
moves us towards the refined, and the cosmopoli
tan with her beautiful work.

What though will be the spark that will set a dealer and public stampede in the direction of a particular artist? That is a
constant riddle and the imagery seen twists and turns in the
hope of realisation. So we see Carey Moon's engaging paintings with a Moorish flavour, Jan Rawnsley still boats seen
as through shivers of glass, Pixie Warbufton's shimmering
abstracts, Jess Morgan's evocations with disintegrating
form, Ann Forrester with her exploration of water and reflections, Libby January with her suggestive scribbles, Michael
Parry with his carved figures of amorous togetherness, Tom
Yeomans with explorations of boats from a multi-faceted perspective, Ann Cole with her amazing fecundity, Lawrence
Stoney-Brown with his tongue in cheek pastiches of Matisse
and others, Brenda Boardman's exquisite embroidery that
has fragility built into it as she explores its relation to gesso
and other materials, lris Bertz whose work flourishes even
in the most unlikely of places, Christine Thompson with her
bright array of blocked stripes in the manner of Sean Scully,
Ann Power ponders subtleties in tone and shape and line with
such minimal means, Dorothy Biddle with her skill of portraiture as in 'Halo face'with its extravagant use of gold surrounding what appears to be a Qattrocento face, Tee Foley has
given us a series of photographs of urban squalor contrasted
with natural settings that highlight the difference, Mary Riley
continues her exploration of spatial experience with a few telling strokes that takes the eye into the heart of the beyond,
where wind, mist and moor prevail, Lynda Cook presents us
with textured works that gives a sense of the subterranean
and the size and grit of endeavour make it memorable, Linda
Henry has turned her versatile talent to figures and beadwork
in recent years and her ability to depict hair and skin is astonishing, Peter Lewis has moved from urban decay in nature's
grip to formalised religious subjects of those in modern dress,

Phyllis Davies captures the

festive character

of

'Venice'

among other of her paintings and with bright colours acting
as tone as well as form creates a sense of well being and we
are elated, suffused by the sun that enraptures all in the painting, Peter Woof reassures with his treatment of flowers that
domesticity with the appropriate interior furnishings and colour
is not too frightening an experience, and 'this and so much
more'. Lastly, we turn to Kevin Parrish who has set hearts
alight and became the darling of the populace recently, with
his nostalgic celebration of life in Birmingham and Coventry
through black and white paintings inspired by photographs of
a bygone age. Yes, his grisaille renderings of little darlings
sweeping or washing backyards, for example has caught the
imagination of the art buying public. His grey monochromatic
paintings evoke a mood that is sentimental in the extreme and
like the 'Singing Butler' he has become a popular and successful artist, and good luck to him. lt is ironic, and yet Artsweek has firmly established that the County is awash with
serious minded and determined artists, and the public needs
to be exposed much more to their art, to counter the fact that
imagery of such a popular character can sway the minds of
those who know nothing about art but know what they like.
Dave Phillips

to a time before worry. Ditferent in kind to

.-=: cf David Jones whose pots are severe and brooding and
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Rhoda Bertz
New Paintings
Library Gallery University of Warwick

months (some on the compost heap), so that the passing of

- and specifically the processes of decay and rot - could
be left to make their mark, reducing the canvases to fragile
frayed, stained, and weathered fragments.
time

These were then glued to stretched canvases in order tc
provide the ground upon which the artist would add her own
strokes and marks, suggesting a broad continuity - a lack of
rupture - between nature and art. The result is striking: a
series of abstract paintings in which canvas is superimposeo
on canvas - wrinkled, crumpled, and torn, stained with rust
rain, and rot - upon which the painter has, in turn, superimposed her own marks - smears and encrustations of paint
"accidental" splashes and dribbles, waxy residues - such that
it becomes difficult to tell where the work of nature's hand
ends and that of the artist begins. Bertz also makes a point
of grinding her own pigments - earth colours being among
her favourites - as if the ochres, iron oxides, and burnt siennas that she applies to her surfaces are essentially one and
the same as the marks which loam and rust have also left on
her material.

Uneafthed 1V

Rhoda Bertz

Bertz's rationale for making her work in this way is, in her own
words, "to make something new from something rotten"; and,
certainly, the act of depositing her canvases in leaf mould for
months on end speaks of her desire to participate in the natural processes of decay, corruption. renewal, and new growth
lndeed, this represents the artist's own personal symbolisn
for a new life emerging from a beginning broken by war, her
own life as an adult (as wife, mother, grandmother, painterr

Rhoda Bertz's most recent exhibition of paintings consists triumphantly making up for a traumatised childhood spent
of twenty-two pieces - the majority in square format and all in wartime Germany. But for all the expression of renewec
unglazed - and it represents her current project as she works hope - of the endurance and perpetuity of the human spirii
toward completing an MA at the Coventry School of Fine Art. - the exhibition left me with an impression of melancholy, as
The course of study has provided a context and focus for the if a haunting sadness remained. an experience of suffering
work of this highly productive artist, encouraging her to reflect and brokenness that was not entirely answered by or comupon her own practice and to situate it both within a develop- pensated for by later happiness and successes. While the
mental narrative of her own and within the wider art-historical symbolism speaks of a triumph over adversity, it is adversity,
tradition. Her debt to Abstract Expressionism, in particular, is feel, that has left its emotional mark most poignantly on these
openly acknowledged here: on the back wall of the exhibition paintings.
hang two large, square canvases and two series of smaller
paintings (each series comprising four works) which constitute The two most recent pieces - Weathered I and Weathered l,
the artist's explicit tribute to one of her most significant sources - my own personal favourttes rn the exhibition, express this
of influence and inspiration: the work of the American palnter, most powerfully. They consist of two, large, un-stretchec
Franz Kline. Famous in the '1950s for his tectonic construc- canvases that are nailed simply to the wall, each, in turn,
tions - produced on vast canvases with decorators' brushes being made of up panels that are roughly sewn together with
and industrial paints - Kline epitomised the gestural mark-mak- large, almost childlike tacking. The artist often does this in
ing of the school to which he belonged. For all their apparent her work, she told me, the conscious symbolism of edges torn
freedom and spontaneity, his paintings were carefully worked and sewn together seeking to represent a childhood in which
up from preliminary sketches and drafts and presented them- she was separated from her parents and then reunited with
selves as the end products of the artist's engagement with the them during the war. But the mood that these pieces convital "act of painting". Traces of Kline's raw energy and paint- veyed was more that of loss and abandonment than of hope
erliness are much in evidence in the present exhibition, not only security, or relief. They hang like enigmatic sails, like rough
in the "Homage to Kline" series, but in every work on display. pieces of sacking that have been hung out by a castaway as
While Kline is perhaps most famous for his black and white a desperate signal for help, or nailed to the mast of a floating
images, however, it is here that Bertz marks her departure from
her source, finding the reduction of her palette to those most
stark and uncompromising of tones "too difficult", as she put
it to me, "not my way of painting". lnstead, she has retained
the powerful, statement-making brush-strokes but has infused
them with colour - bold reds, yellows, cobalts and ultramarines
on top of blacks and greys - and she has extended the artist's
own highly deliberate act of mark-making to include the random, contingent markings of time, of nature, of environment,
of circumstance. Many of the canvases in the exhibition were
left outside in the garden throughout the autumn and winter
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raft on which that castaway is set adrift, in hope of rescue bui
still waiting to be found. There is spiritedness here, a determination to be cheerful and to affirm the redemptive principle
that turns the bad to good effect makes of the most terrible
experiences something positive. All the same, a faint bui
unmistakeable sense of melancholy remains and is, perhaps.
the exhibition's most powerful and haunting residue.
Catherine Bates

heads. lf Cleaver's work is found to be esoteric and obscure
Warwickshire Aftsweek
it
is because of the inherent difficulty of her aim, which is to
Nuneation and Bedworth
try and find a way to express ideas that are all but indefin--'::-iately, due to limited time, lwas unable to visit all able. ln one piece entitled, Clarity Comes from lgnoring the
-= =r:icitions in this area. Those which lwas able to see Obvious, a page from law journal
a
was partially obscured

'estricted to the central area of Nuneaton and included
=-=
: -- ; :'v's Coffee Shop, Waterstones Book Shop and The
: --:: cf Art at North Warwickshire and Hinckley College,
--=a:Cn
-s in Shrigley's Coffee Shop, Sarah and Amie Wiberley
=-= stowing glass and textiles. Sarah Wiberley's hand-made
ccwls in the form of simple hemispheres of thick clear
:calescent glass with a minimal curvilinear design were
-=::ional: very professional and attractive. Amie Wiberley,

-:::a

:

srared the exhibition space, is a textile designer and
-:,',:C several framed experimental textiles using a variety of
=.:'als and techniques including stitching over digital pho-

=:is

printed onto fabric. These two artists rather exposed

:''iateur quality of other exhibitors who were showing, in
::ffee shop downstairs, mostly small portraits, flower and

--

-:

=

3riar Rose

GailAllen

Allen exhibited three computer generphotomontage images, inspired by mythology and the
:-=-3aphaelites. ln, The Lady of Shallot, Allen superimposed
-::tilinear shape, rather like a white marble memorial stone,
=
- =- an image of the famous painting of the same title by the
. :::rian artist William Waterhouse. Within the white shape
- =r placed the figure of a young woman sitting in a bath
=a'Lng a black negligee. The whole image was surrounded
: . a boarder of black lace. Similarly, Allen was inspired by the
-=-:s of paintings entitled, Briar Rose, by Sir Edward Burne- ---.s. to create a contemporary parallel. ln this instance she
:-::ably selected Briar Rose 3. The Garden Court, depicting
'= - ale f igures asleep. Over this image Allen superimposes the
--.='ct of a department store displaying rows of perfumery and
: =::s in the foreground a group of four young women posed
:- iheir eyes closed as if dreaming.
,',/aterstones, Gail

with acrylic and small drawings and diagrams. The whole of
the page was rendered more indistinct by the superimposition
of a sheet of sanded perspex, all except for the bottom right
corner, where a small white chair was painted onto a small
black square.

Aingel Acraman's large scale self-portrait, some eight foot
by six foot, was composed of sixty pages from her spiral
bound diary. Feproduced in a pale blue grey, these pages
were overlaid by a large simplified image of the artist's face. lt
was an effective and simple idea well carried through, where
the rigid geometry of the work contrasted with the emotional
content of the diary. One entry from the diary read: "today is
Sunday the 8th january / and it is david bowie's birthday / it
would also have been / elvis presley's birthday if he hadn't of
/ eaten too many burgers/ and snorted the white stuff / up his
nose and in his veins / doing nothing at all / cept killing his
brains./ rock on elvis."
Recycling Shakespeare, was an imaginative group exhibition
of small figure sculptures constructed from a colourful magpie collection of discarded objects. lt was the collaborative
effort of pupils and staff from Ash Green Secondary School
who worked with the ceramicist Ros lngram. The children
selected particular lines from Shakespeare's plays, such as
'Romeo, Romeo, wherefore art thou Romeo'and 'When shall
we three meet again./ ln winter, lightening or in rain." All the
work showed humour, imagination and freedom of invention,
some were remarkably surreal and dadaesque. The work of
Mark Cheak was exceptional. I was attracted by the striking appearance of his ceramic vessels, by the innovative
techniques he used to create distinctive pitted and rugged
crater-like surfaces. One of the most interesting exhibits at
the School of Art, was Andy Whitehead's, Dolores, an edited
super 8 film (duration four and a half minutes) of a 1940s
American home movie.

. :r

--='e

were several interesting individual exhibitions at The
3:-col of Ar1. Lynsey Cleaver is concerned with the nature

:'-:alrty and how we perceive the world. She quotes from

==.:ral literary sources, such as Prentice Mulford's Thoughts
='= Things, which considers the duality of our perception,
:-=: of the real and unreal, the conscious and unconscious.
- '':C Jarry's, Ihe Exploits and Opinions of Dr.Faustroll, and
=:,''nond Roussel's, Locus So/us are other sources that have
-'renced her. She is fascinated by fantastic tales, where
:-: unreal is made real and where worlds are turned on their

'Charity comes from ignoring the obvious' Lynsey Cleaver

The edited film deliberately exploited a number of cinematic
Hollywood metaphors and clich6s: a Gl saying goodbye to his
wife or sweetheart, a plane taking off, a ship leaving, views of
deserted American suburban streets and houses, as well as
others, such as a pet dog and a flowering cactus, which
Page
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only gained a particular significance as the film progressed.
What this film did so successfully, was to engage the viewer's
imagination, to create expectation and suspense so that he or

she was persuaded to anticipate future actions and create a
narrative for themselves. Surprisingly these black and white,
mundane, amateur, undramatised images evoked a sinister

narrative, documenting a crime, reconstructing a murder
perhaps. The repetition of otherwise innocuous images, such
as that of the pet dog, the cactus flower and the deserted
streets and houses, loaded each with an implied importance,
around which, a drama could be constructed. The only sound
accompanying the film was music from Private lnvestigations
by Dire Straits. ln, Sound of the Picture, another piece by
Whitehead, a series of images of particular locations were
filmed in colour with a static camera, to create a still, moving
picture. A cassette tape was featured in each of these locations, where it was seen for example, caught in the bars of
a storm drain, tangled in grass by shallow water and lying
on a dried out muddy track. Whitehead deliberately mangled
the cassette tape and recorded the resultant distorted pop
music to form a muffled barely audible music track, which
accompanied each of the still, moving pictures together with
their ambient sounds: birds singing, cars passing, a dog barking, a woman's voice. Whitehead's third exhibit was a series
of polaroid transfers. Here the transfer process degraded
the images, giving them an aged appearance so that they
became associated with distant time and memory. The title
of this series was Everybody's gotta be somewhere, from
Stereophonic Song, by Traffic; each image interpreted a particular line from the song, as for example Sell your body on
the street, body in the boot or just bags full of food, nurse
without a job and talking dirty to the priest.

egated them to the gallery environment instead of the street)
However, it was the direct, non-arty black and white style, which
captured the atmosphere and inherent violence of King's sub-

jects, The ironic tourist's photographs of Jim Botton's, Ihe
World Series, were in colour, but this did not detract in any way
from his images of poverty. lt seemed appropriate, somehow.
that third world poverty was photographed in technicolour; the
sky is always blue and the sun is always shining in Morocco,
Venezuela, South Africa and Mauritius. Whereas King's photographs recorded the violence underlying urban poverty in the
west, Botton's indigenous poor seem to accept their condition
with a kind of hopeless languor.
Nick Smale

Reprise and Reappraisal - Sir Terry Frost
The White Room Leamington Spa
H.M.Graphics has put on another fine show, this time of prints
by Sir Terry frost, one of the leading British abstract artist's of

the 1960s, who died in September 2003 (see Obituary, 'Art
space', Winter 2003). Previous exhibitions of prints at The
White Room by British painter/printmakers, such as Caulfield.
Denny, Heron, Hodgkin, Riley and Vaux, have provided regular

visitors with an opportunity to reprise and reappraise, perhaps
even rediscover, the work of artists who were at the cutting
edge of British art forty years ago.

Detail from Red and Black

Solid

Sir Terry Frost

Frost, from the late 1940s, lived and worked in Cornwall and
was a member of the St. lves Group of artists who produceo
a form of referential abstraction that was poetic and evocative
Although he was not attracted to the severe non-referentia
geometric abstraction of the younger generation of artists, the
Minimalists of the 1960s and 1970s, such as Robin Denny
and Mark Vaux, he seems to have shared their minimalisi
approach. lnfluenced perhaps by the example of the Russian
Suprematist, Kasimir Malevich, Frost recognised, I think, more
clearly than any other Brtitish artist of the time, the impoftance
of Malevich's discovery of pure abstract form, the presence anc

Everybody's gotta be somewhere

Andy Whitehead

There were also some powerful social realist photographs by
lan King. They benefitted from being greatly enlarged (small
framed prints would have had less impact and would have relPage 12

expressive potential of the Black Square. Perhaps the work o'
American artists, such as the black paintings, Reichstag anc
Arbeit Macht Frei (Labour Liberates) by Frank Stella and the
minimalist black images of the late fifties by Ed Reinhardt
were influential and broadened Frost's outlook. His meeting
with the American Abstract Expressionist, Robert Motherwell
in 1960, could have given intellectual and philosophical supported to Frost and his new abstract work.

=::-rately this exhibition has two of his earlier prints

from

:- = ' 360s. Red and Black Solid, 1968, a lithograph composed

:' :-rved bracket shapes, is characteristic of the period.
--: ,,rrsgs is not perfectly symmetrical and the shapes are
-:: rerfectly geometric, as Victor Vasarely, the high priest
:- :lst-war Modernism, would have no doubt chosen them
.: ::, but they are sufficiently geometric and symmetrical to

: .:

such as Shade, Sylvan and June. Patrick Caulfield, an artist
not normally associated with sentiment, was closer to Frost
than it would at first appear. Essentially an urban painter, he
was drawn to abstraction, or perhaps more correctly to the
idea of extreme simplification, the reduction of his subjects
to their irreducible essences. Like Frost he could be a poet,
albeit more like the urban poet, Philip Larkin. The evocative
titles of some of his prints are quotations from lines of poetry

tne print a powerful abstract integrity. The simplicity of
--='3rms, the restricted use of colour to red and black, gives and provide poetic narratives that are made more poignant by
:-= ci'int a certain spiritual purity, a kind of dynamic compo- the matter-of-factness of his simplified images. Even Robin
--': and balance. Although the title states only two colours, Denny in his later paintings, such as Acoustic Mural and Altar
.;: and black, the white of the paper constitutes a third and Reredos, carry a powerful emotional charge at odds with his
=-=:rtial colour component. lts importance is illustrated when real or apparent rejection of referential art.
-: crint is compared with, Red and Black on Green, another
:-:;raph of 1968, where a beautiful vernal green separates Nick Smale
- : :urved forms. Here the strength and integrity of each form
- : rinished and its psychological effect changed altogether,
--: 'Trage becomes admirable for other reasons, particularly
Gravitas and Gravity
-:- :^e sensuousness of the colour. The lesson of Malevich
Recent Works by Mick Rafferty
perhaps Motherwell's black masterpiece, Elegy for the
The Library Gallery - Warwick University
=-:
j:=-ish Republic, reappears in a much later print, entitled
Black Here, against an intense chrome yellow ground
-:='d
- : small shapes in shades of pale orange, yellow and green, At the time of the 2OO5 LSA Open, I wrote: "The clean hard=
'1960s
--:::her
[were] gleewith a circular disc of chalky pink, Frost places a edged striped painting conventions of the
fully
subverted
two
works
in
by
Mick
Rafferty."
Now at the
=';: perfect black circle. lt acts as a counterpoint to the sen- library gallery the visitor has an opportunity to see
how he
.-: ,ndulgence, the seductive charm, of the rest of the paint-; and appeals to the mind rather than the senses. The use has played with this convention using gloss paints of varying
:' :rography gives a softer impression and surface quality consistencies in some twenty-three paintings.
: ::ih these early prints, compared with later images where
=-:st used screen-printing. The differences between the two
:-:resses were well made when prints by Heron, Frost's
::-:emporary in Cornwall, and Hodgkin were shown together
:: -ne White Room. Heron's uncompromising hard-edged
=: Jntextured screen-prints contrasted with Hodgkin's soft,
- -:iced, evocative lithographs.

--: origin of the characteristic, curved bracket shapes seen
- ?ed and Black So/id, was made apparent in a much later

:' -i entitled Newlyn Blue Q,1996. This was distinguished by
: ,: rod like verticals to which were attached, at their base,
:,-.ed bracket forms. The tilted uprights suggested the rock-: rnotion of the sea and the bracket forms immediately
:::ame recognisable as sections through the curved hull of
= ::at, ln another print, however, these curved hulls became
-: -ething else, they became leaves, the mast became the
.:=r of a plant and the disc of the sun, a flower. Frost devel--:7 a wide range of abstract forms: discs, chevrons, curves,
: ::ags, lozenge and diamond shapes. These functioned as

. ;^s which represented elements and aspects of his environ-=^i. He wrote of the importance of the "fleeting intensity of
;: :ranic experiences," like "the sensation of walking along an

::-:/

morning quay among rocking boats, nudging and knock,vith the tide" and seeing the simultaneous presence of an
:':'tge sun and a blue moon." Frost's response to landscape
=s essentially poetic. He wrote of the discipline required " to

-:

-:-e

my patient search for a colour which would relate to a
which in turn would reach to the concept (the unknown
:=.int on a flat surface)."

--'-:
-

: s .lnderstandable that a younger generation of artist's in the
.:- / sixties, should shy away from the example of the St.lves
:: sis. lt was after all the era of Pop Art, the celebratron of
: : : -lar culture. St.lves art smacked too much of the mystical,
:' associations with Abstract lmpressionism, of an histortcal
- .:'ioad of meaning and emotion. Minimalism seemed a way
-' : :ching all that. Yet an artist like Bridget Riley, whose Op Art
-:jes were totally depersonalized, came to be a master, like
=-:st. of colour, a poet of colour, inspired by nature, in prints,

Rafterty

Rafferty's sense of irony is revealed in the titles of his paintings and in the exhibition's title, Gravitas and Gravity. Whereas
some artist's work might be described as having gravitas in
terms of subject matter and treatment, this description does

not seem to fit Rafferty's paintings. Solemn and dignified
are not adjectives that would immediately come to mind in
describing his work. Nor is gravity applicable in the sense of
something of extreme importance, although it certainly relates
to the physical force that causes some of his paintings to look
the way they do. This is not to say that Rafferty is not serious
about what he does or that his work is not concerned with
important or interesting ideas. He is and his paintings are, but
I think he refuses to take himself too seriously and prefers a
sidelong, oblique look at life. To my mind this is just as effective, perhaps more so, than taking a more direct approach.
Page 13

Mick Rafferty cont

There are half a dozen or so canvases in the show that
appear at first glance quite conventional striped paintings,
but Rafferty's eye for colour and sensitivity to the associative
possibilities of colour, make them far from conventional. ln,
A(lsorts, for example the movement of the colour stripes from
left to right, from orange through grey to dark blue, the narrow-

ness of the stripes, the tonalities, contrasts and harmonies,
add up to something much more complex and interesting than
pure decoration, more than perhaps the throwaway, or matter
of fact title, might suggest. The title leaves the viewer wondering, is the artist serious? Are we to take the title literally or is
he being ironic? As so often with Rafferty, his titles provoke
us to question our own responses to his work. On the other
hand, the soft pastel greens, yellows and pinks of Tutti-Fruity,
seem to stand just for what the title suggests, a tutti-fruity icecream, a delicious confection of flavours and colours. Again
there are delicious colour combinations, soft yellows, creams

and greens, as well as subtle compositional elements, in
Creme de Menthe, and a nice colour progression, from warm
yellows, oranges and reds to pastel blues, greens, mauves
and purples, in west east south north. The ironic and beguiling nature of some of Ratferty's titles, which seem to reveal
as much as they conceal, is no better exemplified than in the
beautiful colours of Wish you were lovely.

gallery view

run down the canvas like rarn on a window pane and we
are made immediately aware of the contingent nature of the
technique Rafferty is employing. its potential as well as it's
inherent problems. ln the aptly named, Make up your mind
the potential for disorder and chaos using this drip technique
that Pollock exploited to such great effect. is taken on board
the abstract doodles of dripped lines. splodges and pools
of colour, although manipulated to a degree, still display a
wilful independence. Beaucoup de paiums, I suspect, was
the outcome of one such dalliance w'iih relative anarchy. The
background is a rich chaos of strong yellows, oranges anc
reds overlaid by a series of generally incomplete, fragmentec
stripes in more sombre hues. dark blues, greys and occasionally warmer colours, that partially rnerge rvith the backgrounc
colour. The result is a particularly ricn and vibrant painting
which bursts with contained energy. Balferty experiments further in paintings that open up intrigurng possibilities. ln, Anc
then Again, he dilutes the paint to the point where it forms ar
almost transparent veil of colour and combines this with a discrete area of fine dribbled palnt tc fc'm a contrasting network
of lines. One of his most successful mages is Approximatelt
Fifty. From a distance it resembles a multi-coloured stripec
cuftain. The various combinatio:rs of colours are unusual
they seem to fit no particular s3quence or pattern, no logica
ordering, yet they work emphatrcally well together. Rafferty
employs the free drip technique in a thin band at the very top
of the canvas to suggest a pelmet. lt ought not to work, bui
from a distance it does.

Raffeny

From this it is clear that Rafferty obtains pleasure from the
process of making, of discovering, as if for the first time, new
colour combinations and how they can unlock memories. But
in addition to this, there is an inquisitive, restless, if not anarchistic streak, that delights in breaking the rules and flouting
conventions.

This can be seen in Losrng the Thread in which the stripes
of colour, encouraged by the hand of the artist, become wayward and ill-disciplined. They veer sideways and cross one
another, become entangled like ribbons in the wind. This is not
complete anarchy of course, just insubordination, but if things
were allowed to go much further anything might happen. ln
Rain Stopped Play, pale blue, silver, green and blue/green
Page 14

Subdividing and departmentalisrng. forming grids and creating space by layering are time honoured methods of structuring a flat surface and Ratferty employs some of these devices
in paintings, such as on the Catwalk and Zipworks. Here the
convention, a series of vertical stripes, and the subversion

of the convention, have all but been abandoned. We are in
another ball game altogether. Perhaps I missed something
a clue in the titles perhaps, but I found these works rather
less successful and engaging. Rafferty also tries the Abstrac:
Expressionist's approach, as exemplified by De Kooning
taking a plunge into the unknown followed by the search
to find a point of contact, some firm ground, an association
of marks that have a significant meaning. Two of Rafferty's
paintings fall into this category, Trouping the Colour and
Sweef Sorbet.
Nick Smale

.

,:

The Starry Messenger
Compton Verney House
Wellesbourne
ran learn a lot from the past, particularly when it is set

::=

^st the present. Compton Verney's curators have always
:==- good at demonstrating the historical lineage of the works
:' in their temporary exhibitions, but they surpassed them.:s with lhe Starry Messenger This broad survey of past
:: =:
present depictions of the heavens started with a Glenn
=-:
': ,','r bang in a set of midnight blue galleries. His huge paint=
- s a deliberately slick pastiche of John Martin's, Creation of
I
lt glowed forbiddingly in the dark and was set in context
- _---:
2-'nezzo
print of the Martin original and a collection of first
-.
rn
folios
of the pioneers of astronomy. These included a
=-

a

'=:senger), that contained the 'heresy' that the earth orbits
-: srn and not vice versa and an even earlier edition (1540)
-- :-3 Astronomicum Caesareum ol Apianus, that helped
-:::rnicus to establish the astronomical tables that Galileo
: - J eventually use. Sensational!

- ,', as an impressive entr6e that the tail-end of the show never
: - .: :natched, though there were highlights here too. Spencer
= -:^'s brash and sparky version of the Milky Way, Sky (Over
=::,',,ellNMl, struck an ironic chord that found echoes among
.-: lther exhibitors. But there is an unselfconscious aftistry
=:::t the illustrations in Galileo's book and those of his fel:,', astronomers that sometimes made the ironic asides of
--: oontemporary artists seem too self-consciously clever.
l- sometimes too downright stupid as in the aptly named
- :-rsandra Mir's barmy transformation of a beach in Holland
-:: an imaginary lunar landing site. The catalogue encour=;:J us to recall the conspiracy theories concerning the real
:- ^3. but it was difficult to take this seriously while watching
:- -. badly edited wheeze.

'.'r-e powerful by far was Wolfgang Tillman's simple thought
ihere are more stars in the universe than there are grains
sand on earth or Mark Tichner's contention in fabulously
; =' sh graphics that the more the universe seems comprehen= : : the more it seems pointless.
.- a:

-'

-,, - DVD's from different decades bolstered the sci-fi content
-' :^e show. A full viewing rewarded those who could overcome
- : al bafflement at the abstruse references that were to be
--.d in both films. William Kentridge's Journey to the Moon
::13) was the easier of the two to follow. lts reference point
=s ihe charmingly wobbly cartoon of the same name that was

-=:e in the early days of cinema. Kentridge's journey was
=:-ally wobbly but more abstruse. The nutty piano accompa- -ent was always entertaining as was the badly drawn nude

-: made a star, or should that be stark appearance in person
--,',ards the end of the film as a touchingly modest muse.

- -- s Marker's longer film, La Jet/e (1962) was more demandlt used very simple technology but to great effect. The
-:.hingly Slavic lilt of the incomprehensible voice-over gave
:-:nuity if not meaning to the richly textured layering of the
-aJery as a man is sent back in time. lt's afilm thatteenage
- lren would probably get immediately and this was a show

;

lt didn't
cut
to
be
but
there
was
enough
sci-fi
and
child-friendly
==:
.::rtific facts, figures and fun to satisfy the curiosity of any
: -:Jing fan of the genre.
=:::r McCarthy
:- a: children in general would have clearly enjoyed.

Richard Dadd, Bedlam & Beyond
Royal Pump Rooms - Leamington Spa
There was a time when fairy paintings could earn the approval
of fellow artists and the admiration of friends. But that was in
the 1850s when fairies were all the rage. lt would be cruel to
suggest that Richard Dadd was up there with them, (his mental condition was far more serious and tragic than that,) but
he certainly knew how to make convincing images of these
mythical creatures and in his one and only masterpiece, 'The
Fairy-Fellers Masterstroke', to turn their magic wanderings
into seriously beautiful art. This tiny painting is only represented here as an even tinier reproduction in a display case that
does, however, contain the manuscript of the poem he wrote
that elaborates on its theme. We needed the painting itself to
give this show a bit of class, because much of the work on the
walls has little more than curiosity value apart from a number
of small but lovely water-colours sandwiched between the
stuffy portraits, dated character studies and curious, frieze-

like'theatre panels'.
One of the best watercolours, 'Fantasie Egyptienne', was
done after his transfer to Broadmoor from Bethlem Lunatic
Asylum. The surface is minutely stippled with the point of the
brush. lt's an unremarkable image but a technical wonder,
worth seeing if for no other reason than the immaculate rendering of a thousand or so bricks in the background.

The double portrait of Thomas and Elizabeth Carter, a student work from 1838, shows what he might have done had
he remained sane. lt's a highly competent piece of work
and probably a true likeness that would, one assumes, have
brought him customers galore. But then he wouldn't have had
the capacity for fantasy or the decades of time to devote himself to his Fairy Feller. One wouldn't wish the reason for his
confinement on anyone, he was after all a dangerous lunatic
who had killed his father, but at least there was one positive
outcome from this tragic life that can be seen and wondered
over at Tate Britain. lt's well wofth a visit.
Peter McCarthy

Artsweek Showcase
Royal Pump Rooms - Leamington Spa
Art can be made with wood, paint, clay or anything else that
comes to hand, but it won't always be good art. The wealth
of experience that professional artists bring to their work will
always give them the edge over those with less experience.
It's not just a matter of putting in the time, it's also a question
of depth of involvement. There's no ideal recipe for the form
this might take, it can be fast and furious or slow and deliberate
according to taste. As with this selection of work from Warwick
and District participants in the 2006 Warkwickshire Artsweek,
it doesn't seem to make any difference. Carefully crafted
work can sit happily alongside more expressive, more rapid
creations.

Rapid application in drawing and painting has usually been
associated with urgency - the cliche of the artist's need to
express their inner feelings. Done well it can be exciting but
done badly it can be a bit of a bore and also a bit of a mess. The
slow burn on the other hand requires meticulous application
that can sometimes lead to stodgy or predictable outcomes.

But it needn't be so. Deeply held convictions, passionate

involvement and solid commitment will often lie at the heart
of a carefully crafted work. The important thing is to work to
a serious agenda, to have the ambition and desire to do more
than just make soothing images of bland subjects.
Most of the artists on show seemed to share this ambition but the
results could sometimes fall short of expectations. The majority
of those represented practice part-time, which of course brings
its own problems. The practice of art, like any other practice,
benefits from continual application. Full-time involvement
means not just more hours, but more focused concentration on
the making of art, more opportunities to accumulate expertise
in the processes of art and more time to develop vision and an
understanding of what art can be about.

It's worth pausing for a moment to illustrate this point. The
senior frgures of British art such as Lucien Freud, Paula Rego
or Anthony Gormley, demonstrate a depth of involvement that
has helped to establish the parameters of national practice.
Their work is more unfashionably worthy and wholesome
than the showy products of the middle generation of artists
like Damien Hurst or Tracey Emin, but it has strength, integrity
and character. lt feels and looks seriously rooted in art practice
rather than seriously uprooted from art practice, as post PostModernism or whatever phase we are in now, seems to be
demanding. From the outset, Lucien Freud flew in the face of
the accepted norms of mainstream Modernism. ln his early days
he saw his nude subject-matter as virtually illegal and therefore
all the more attractive. Like Freud, Paula Rego has worked
from the model for many years but usually with narrative intent
that is sometimes obvious, sometimes obscure and sometimes
downright sinister. The spaces her figures inhabit invariably add
to the drama. There are lots of dark corners where odd things
might lurk. But there are no such hidden corners in Gormley's

world. With him it's man as the measure of all things. But as
with the other two, the familiarity and centrality of the subjecl
matter, the endurance of the image and its tangibility give it
enough stability and permanence to act as a marker-post for
the practice of sculpture in a modern context.
The ephemerality of the newer generation's approach makes it
difficult to identify any similar yardstick for the work of younger
artists, including those who appeared in this mixed show. The
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preponderance of performance, installation and lens-basec

work that currently finds favour with influential curators
has shifted the goal-posts from the stability of traditiona
procedures towards more indeterminate, ephemeral anc
interactive modes of practice. You can find it either reassuring
or disappointing that there were no examples of interactive ar.

in the show. There was a reference to "street interaction" ir
the catalogue but it was not, I suspect, what it seemed. Wha:

the show almost universally reflected was the continuing
popularity of the practice of straighlforward image-making
There is another, more famous mixed show (of paintings
opening on Merseyside this autumn for which there was a
record-breaking 2500 entries, The same tendency is to be
seen there though, naturally enough, at a far higher standard
What does all this tell us, I wonder, about the current state c'
art and the current state of play between artists and curatoria
trend-setters? Clearly they are out of step with each-other
(But more of that next time )
It was interesting that in the Showcase exhibition two of the

i
.1

digitally manipulated lens-based works were amongst the
most successful. What they had in common was the use o' a
pictorial conventions that were familiar from normal practice
Where they differed was in the darkly satanic earthiness o'
the one and the cleverly ironic sugariness of the other. Boti
images had teeth that were firmly locked into the traditions
of image-making, with good compcsition and imaginative
content.
Bill Jackson was showing a fine example from his Morphenia
set - the rest could be seen at the Whrte Room. lt took some

beating as an explosive account of the mind's journey througi
the nightmare of cancer. He used his experience of digita
imaging to make this difficult passage with remarkable fluencr
and with none of the flashy. nerdish gimmickry that can ofter
mar such work. His imagery in the one at Showcase was as

spiky, robust and eclectic as an Hieronymus Bosch and his
use of colour and ornamentation as rich and sombrous as an\
Dutch old master.

Angie Stride's not so innocent kittens worked well as

a

reflection on our ambivalence to cuteness. Her little blighters
were set on making mincemeat of some fairly expensive-

looking stuff that distinctly resembled particularly luscious
colour{ield abstraction. Was this a metaphor for the assaul:
on the old garde by a new generation? Maybe. The rest of he'
work was appropriately on shol in a vet's waiting room, where
I'm sure it was a real hit with the distressed and preoccupiec
pet-owners.

I
I

The other wired-up or more probably wire-less exhibitor
Andrew Pallister was making use of a computer to determine
the visual content of his work. Although it looked photographic

it was, it seems, drawn directly onto a computer and ther
printed onto canvas. This back to front procedure gave these

deserted townscapes an aftificiality and an eeriness that the
absence of traffic and people only intensified. The missing

chunks of sky, street and buildings made the survivinc
structures look like card-board cut-outs that had beer
miraculously spared in some fairly drastic but extremely tidt
event.
The rest of the show was dominated by work that fell squarelt

within the traditional boundaries of art except for

a fev,

examples where unconventional materials or processes were

put together in unexpected ways. Sally Carpenter's heav5
reorganisation of her granny's (?) otherwise immaculatelt
crocheted sample rewarded close inspectton and studen:

I

avid Miles' recycling of a failed canvas' was a lesson to all of
-s on the virtues of economy.

I avid Jones rock-solid, ceramic vessels would appear

to

- l:Upy the centre ground of the practice of ceramics. But there
about them. They are not
= something disconcertingly different
s they seem at first viewing. Their functionality does not belong
=
: but is rather borrowed from a more familiar world where pots
- 3ht hold things like flowers or liquids, butthese vessels hold

-- y the traces of their making. There doesn't seem to be a
- =ce for anything else. A meditation on the profound ditference

:=iween the inside and the outside takes over and is reinforced
:, the practised use of subtly contrasting glazes and finishes.
--ey always challenge the imagination. They are always good.

=-rlip Goddard's wooden constructions are also consistently
,:rd. They too are not to be taken at face value. They are
- a nted but

t

I
,

they are not just paintings. More like wall sculptures

-at you feel Picasso might have done if he'd ever gone to St
:s. Their distressed appearance is reminiscent of the salty

=-:sion of the sea. But this is a million miles from seaside tat or
-= nautical clich6s of dented floats and tangled nets. They are

- -ch more subtle

than that.

--:re

is ambiguity too in Neil Moore's paintings but it would be
= ristake to describe them as subtle. His deeply serious work
::esn't always make for comfortable viewing, and the example
- show here, lncubus, was no exception. The immediately
sturbing thing was the presence of a pair of hands dipped
red, what? - blood? paint? Don't ask. The absence of the

:lre's

head and lower limbs would have made it read like a
,'so, except that the torso is a sculptural convention that is so
::eped in history that it no longer has the raw impact that a
:al torso might have. Moore had not cut the extremities off, he
aC simply cropped them out of frame so that the hands would
::come dominant. The baby squattlng precariously on the
- -tside of the abdomen looked like it still needed to be inside.
:an't help feeling that the painting would have been better
, :hout the presence of the baby. The artist would no doubt
=-3ue that the meaning would then be lost, but perhaps other,
-ore unpredictable meanings might be gained lt's a good,

David Jones

-ceccably painted image nonetheless.

I
I

-^ere were reproductions of paintings in the catalogue by artists
. -c because of the regulation of one work per location could not
:: included in the show. I remembered seeing Sheila Millward's
:a'k and brooding landscape but not Jessica Mallorie's fresh
=-l cheerful one that is illustrated in the catalogue. Cheerful is
-: wrong word. The image in the photograph dances teasingly
- and out of focus. lt speaks of a love of landscape and a love
-= raint and colour but with the right degree of control. I'm sorry
rlssed it.

--d l'm only sorry I was out of area for Artsweek itself. ln this
-=spect Showcase was extremely useful for me but for artists
gallery
=-cwing in groups it must have been frustrating. With the
-: size it ls, it's hard to see what the solution might be. A salon
::s

-:

--

refuses on the lawn outside? Or paintings suspended on
Jephson Garden fence? Probably not. But although it was
y a fraction of what could be seen at individual locations,

: ',;,as a good shop-window for stimulating the interest of
-: uncommitted and providing a guide for those already

:=termined to see the inside of a few of the studios. lt was a
-=ndsome, coherent show, well curated, welldisplayed and well

detail from 'lncubus'

,,rthwhile.
=:ter McOafthy
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The Art Enigma
ls Tracey Emin's bed art? Or Damien Hirst's pickled sheep?
Why is there so much puzzlement about whether something
is or is not a work of aft? We know clearly what the activities
of science and technology are about, or history or psychology.
Why should art be veiled in so much mystery and court so
much dispute?
There have been many attempts to define art throughout the
centuries. For example, it has at different times been defined
as imitation, skill, beauty, intuition, illusion, expression, language, intellect, imagination, play, plastic form, symbolic form
and wish fulfilment, to mention only some of the better known
definitions. Although any one of these factors may be present
in any given work of art, no single one of them is a necessary
factor. For example, Abstract Expressionism is not imitative:
Goya's Disasters of War are not beautiful: the lslamic decorations of Alhambra are not expressive but formal: a Van Eyck
portrait is not wish-fulfilment, and most Op art, not to mention
the vast majority of decorative art is not symbolic form. lt could
be shown that none of the remaining definitions applies to
every work of art.
This raises the question - is art ultimately indefinable? I want to
argue that it is not indefinable, and that the problem of definition arises both as a result of confusing two uses of the word
'art', and because of a failure to make a distinction between an
object's use and its intrinsic qualities.

On the first point, we commonly use the word 'art' in two distinct ways, namely descriptively and evaluatively. ln general,
it is used evaluatively. To describe a painting or sculpture, or
dance, film, play or piece of music as a work of art is implicitly
to commend it. lt is to recognise that it has certain qualities
which we appreciate. For simplicity, I will refer mainly to paint
ing and sculpture, although most of what I want to say would

apply to other forms of art, but in different particulars. For
example, it is normal to commend a painting for its colours,
tones, composition, expressiveness, internal tensions, imagination, brush strokes and a variety of other features which can
be appreciated for their quality. ln doing so, we are making an
evaluative judgement.

However, the word 'art' is also commonly used descriptively.
When we refer to an Aft College, we are making no evaluation of it; simply distinguishing it from a Technical College or
College of Commerce etc. Further, we call something an art
object when we wish to show that it belongs to a different
category from a technological artefact such as a car or a computer. As I have indicated, the word 'art'can be used in either of
these ways, evaluatively or descriptively. Hence the confusion
of meanings. We need to know if the term 'art'is being used to
refer to a category, or a class of objects or activities, as when
we refer to an art exhibition, or whether we want to evaluate the
items in the show as commendable or simply nondescript.

On the second and more important point, the essential distinction between arl objects and other objects can be shown
by noting the different ways in which we perceive objects.
Suppose I want to choose a chair for my living room. I may
look at it in the first place for its apparent comfort, or at its
ergonomic design in the hope that it will not give me backache.
ln other words I will consider its use or function. Alternatively,
I may view it exclusively for its appearance, noting its elegant
design and the quality of the workmanship. ln this way I would
be looking at its perceptual qualities, specifically its intrinsic
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features as distinct from its utility.
Let us call this for convenience 'intrinsic perception'. This is
precisely an aesthetic experience - perception of an object
for its intrinsic features as distinct from its functional features.
This quality of the disinterestedness of aesthetic experience
was familiar to Kant, who emphasised that the apprehension
of beauty is "without any interest whatsoever", that is to say,
our interest is not in the use of the object but in its "mere presentation". This view was also shared by some British aestheticians of the 18th century and in the 20th century by Clive
Bell and Roger Fry and several recent philosophers such as
Harold Osborne, J.O.Urmson and Jerome Stolnitz.

It is a pity that the word 'aesthetic' is so widely associated
today with the idea of beauty, usually with the degrogatory
implication that the object so described is in some ways
recherche or merely elegant or decorative. ln its original
sense, derived from the Greek 'aisthesis', meaning perception, it can throw light on the distinction between art anc
other human activities. As I have already indicated, what rs
significant in the present context is the way in which we perceive them. Bearing these points in mind, we can now make
a formal distinction between art objects and other man-made
objects. Art objects can be defrned as man-made objects
appreciated for their intrinsic qualities.
The term 'man-made' is necessary here to distinguish such

objects from trees, flowers, mountains and other natural
objects which can all be appreciated for their visual - and
other - qualities, but clearly cannot in ordinary language
be described as art objects. Some natural objects may be
presented as art objects, i.e. objets trouves, but that issue
would be peripheral to the present argument. The key word
here is 'intrinsic', and as has already been indicated, it refers
to features in the object which can be appreciated for their
own sake as distinct from the object's function. ln a painting
they would be typically colours. shapes. size, brushstokes,
texture, contrasts, light and shade. and so on. ln a sculpture
they would be size, mass, colour. texture and similar features
which belong to the object itself as distinct from what it is
about. These are what abstract or non-figurative art is about,
as Clive Bell and Roger Fry have indicated, and are instanced

in works by Kandinsky, Mondrian and many others. ln Frank
Stella's aphorism, 'What you see is what you get'.
It should of course be emphasised that this is not an attempt
to say that a work of art may have nothing but intrinsic perceptual properties. ln addition to that fundamental and necessary feature there may be any number of other elements
which enrich a work or make it more significant - such as
emotion, beauty, imagination; humour or satire; and political,
social, historical, moral, philosophical and religious elements,
to mention only a few.
To illustrate the argument further it could be useful to consider

all man-made objects as falling into one of two categories
- objects as means and objects as ends in themselves. Let
us call the first class 'functional objects' and the second
class "aesthetic objects". Anything that is used primarily as
a means to an end - machines, furniture, buildings, vehicles
etc is by this defintion a functional object; anything that is
regarded primarily as an end in itself - music, painting, sculpture, poetry, is an aesthetic object, or in other words a work of
art. The distinction is in point of fact a crude one, and is made
specifically to emphasize an essential difference. ln practice
relatively few objects belong exclusively to one category or
the other. Some functional objects such as pneumatic drills,

--s3 boxes, micro-circuits and gas-meters may be regarded almost wholly as a means to an end. Some objects, in particular
=:stract paintings and sculpture, and a Bach fugue may be regarded almost wholly as ends in themselves. ln practice, there
: ? very wide area of overlap; many man-objects have both functional and aesthetic qualities in mixed proportions - in other
--Cs, they are manufactured both to work and to look pleasing to the eye. A chair or a cello, a cottage or a cathedral may be
red as much for its aesthetic as its functional qualities. lt is not a case of either/or but more or less. As D.W.Gotshalk argues
-= Art and the Social Order", fine art is an end in itself. lt may be, and can be, a means to an end - social comment, instruction,
=a:hing, propaganda, and so on, but it should never be forgotten that it is, and can be enjoyed directly; it can be enjoyed as
=- experience for its own sake. lt is an intrinsically worthwhile activity to both the artist and the audience.

l-e

futher distinction needs to be made - that is, between the use of the word 'art'to refer to the thing made - a work of art

:rd the activity of making - the practice of art. I have tried to show that all man-made objects may be conceptually classi'=: under two headings: objects as means and objects as ends in themselves. The former we call technology; the latter may
-

:-:cerly be called art. The creative activity in both is in many ways similar. Both art and technology demand knowledge and
--Jerstanding of materials, attention to form, some degree of talent, intellect, workmanship and imagination, to mention only
=

-

re

of the more obvious common factors. Although art clearly involves a higher degree of subjective feeling than technology,
s in their ends that they chiefly differ.

:culd be argued that to define a concept is to impose a straitjacket. However, I would argue that the concepts I have tried to
: -: ine in no way act as a limitation or restriction on art, as do definitions of art as beauty, expression, symbolic form and so on.
:-,1hing appreciated for its intrinsic qualities as well as its function can be said to have aesthetic qualities. AsAllan Rodway in
=- article on literary criticism once wrote: 'lt is where Homer's work differs from the wallpaper that it is more impoftant, but it is
-at it shares with the wallpaper that makes it a work of art'.
:-:aring in mind the above issues, can Tracey Emin's bed or Damian Hirst's pickled sheep be described as works of art?
propaganda. But statements can be made in any form of communica=, Cently both are statements of some kind or forms of
peculiar
peculiar
.:''r. so they are not
to art. What is
to art is its character to be appreciated for its perceptual features apart
---T or in addition to any purpose or meaning it may have. The reader can make up his or her own mind whether the bed or
-= pickled sheep, qualify.
:

a..'

Racy

North London's newest contemporary art gallery

launches with its inaugral exhibition

Bill Jackson
'Morphenia' and other works.
1Sth October - 22nd November
followed by

The Winter Show
Mixed selection
from November 25th
Opening times
Thursday - Friday 2pm - 7pm
Saturday - Sunday 1'lam - 5 pm
Viewings outside this by appopintment only

fel:0207 4357473
Nearest tube : Belsize Park ( Northern line 10 mins walk )
Nearest train station : Hampstead Heath Silver Link ( I min
Buses :24 and 168 ( 5 mins from South End Green )
Metered Car Parking
Paperworks

11

)

For more information visit
2Jnf o or
email info@galleryl 2.info

wrruw. ga llery1

galleryl2
contemporary arts
12 South Hill Park London NW3 2SB
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Warwickshire Artsweek 2006

designed and the selection of work on display was great from
paintings and

Warwickshire Arts Week is a biannual arts event covering the
entire county of Warwickshire. lt finds artists opening their
studios to the public as well as setting up fantastic exhibitions
in galleries and more unusal spaces such as shop windows.
Artsweek is funded by a variety of partners including all the
local authorities in Warwickshire and is supported by many of
the areas galleries. More artists than ever took part with the
Warwick District having the largest amount of registrations in
the county.

My role in this years event saw me acting as area coordinator for the Leamington area and sitting on the steering group
for the event as an artist and as the intrepid co-ordinator of
the other area reps-who were all busily working in the other
Warwickshire Districts. As area coordinator it was my responsibility to get everyone motivated to take part and to basically
try to coordinate what was happening in the Leamington area.
I did this with some great support from Claire Mitchell, the area
coordinator for Warwick, and the Warwick District arts officer
Vanessa Oakes and of course the support of all the fantastic
artists working in the Leamington area.

I spent a very busy two weeks travelling around to all the
areas in Warwickshire and managed to see 55 shows. What
follows is an account of my travels between areas during artsweek and what I consider to be the choice events, that I saw,
that took place.
The opening weekend of artsweek saw a brand new event
launch in Rugby called 'Art in the Park'. The weather was
fantastic and there was quite a good turn-out. There were lots
of families taking advantage of the free art workshops for kids
and everyone was strolling around in the sun taking in the various stalls of arts and crafts.
By far the standout work on display was that of Leamington
based artist Denise Stanton. Denise uses felt in her pieces

and has recently shown her more experimental sculptural
works at the Craft Cube in Rugby Art Gallery and Museum. At
'Aft in the Park', Denise had a selection of her current felt bags
and fantastic felt jewellery. Although the impression from her
stall was that the work was quite girly (lots of pinks and whites
and little hearts and flowers) it is actually designed with a minimalist aesthetic- the jewellery especially showed restraint in its
production with just simple oval felt balls attached with simple
silver fittings.

Next stop was the 'Rugby Showcase Exhibition' at Rugby Art
Gallery and Museum. My first impression was that it was a
really small exhibition- I guess it just emphasizes how lucky
we were over in Warwick District to have so many artists taking
part. The exhibition showed what a wonderful cross section of
artists they have working in Rugby in a variety of media.

After this I headed to Rugby School and the new 'Lewis
Gallery'to see an exhibition by the '8 artists'group. I'm sad to
say that this was when the artsweek trail map's usefulnesss
fell apart!! Without landmarks marked on the map and with
not all roads marked properly on it I got lost and had to ask
for directions. I also had a hard time parking at the venue.
When I did finally find it, and after I had wandered around
inside looking for the right part of the building, I finally made it.
Once inside it was a pleasant surprise and definitely worth
all the hassle- the 'Lewis Gallery' is clean, bright and well
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ceramics through to sculpture. lndeed it was the work by artist Chris Browne that I found especially interesting, her found
material sculptures really excited me. The work consists of
sculptural forms made entirely of found materials such as drift
wood- I found myself particulary hypnotised by the dried seaweed and other dried sea creatures used in the works.

I visited quite a few venues in the Warwick District
although there was so much to see I could never
have made it to all the venues displaying work.
However, firstly I wish to complain about the bloody weatherscorching hot sunshine all week apart from the day when
I actually wanted to be outside. then its torrential rain!

So starting in Leamington I had another look through the
Royal Pump rooms showcase exhibition beautifully curated
by the pump rooms curatorial otficer Chloe Johnson. Every
venue in Warwick District had an image in this show representing the wealth of talent in our area. Standouts for me
were Carol Ballard's straight jacket work- based on research
she has done into Hatton lnsane Asylum and Bill Jackson's
piece which I think stole the show!
Next I headed to All Saints Parish Church to see lris Bertz's
willow installation. The church here is the perfect venue to
show lris's work- willow has almost a spiritual quality that
makes it so sympathetic to view alongside religious works.
Several small willow pieces stood on the floor surrounding one which had been stripped of its outer layers and
gleamed white in the dimness of the corner. The obvious
symbolisim of this white piece nestling amongst all the ordinary looking brown ones, within the church setting, made
this site specific work all the more poignant and provided
a welcome respite from the hectic and rainy world outside.
Next was the light and tidy studio of painter Jessica Malloryjust around the corner from the church. Jessica was very welcoming and chatted away to me as she showed me around
her studio- full to the brim of her latest collection of abstract
landscape paintings. From the largest to the smallest works,
each one was full of light and vitality and a very sensitive use
of colour.

Across the road I called in at the book binders and enjoyed

a brief history of book binding given by John Richards.
He gave me a super tour of his studio and told me all
about the history of book binding and how he goes about
binding a book, stage by stage. All very informative and
interesting and I left feeling like I had learnt something.

'.:xt I

headed to Bill Jackson's show at the White Room On my visit to the Stratford area I decided I was
;r ery. The subject matter of the pieces was quite dark but going to have to concentrate on the main towns- just
-:y are very cleverly put together and contain a great deal because the Stratford District is so big, so I made
:' humour. Using a series of techniques- including scan- stops at Stratford central, Alcester and Shipston.

- ^g images into a computer- Bill creates dense montages
-' cbjects creating a sense of character and narrative within
==:h piece. Themes become clear with the repeated use of
-ages of bone, blood and medical instruments. Not for the
-:.leemish but fantastic and fantastical.

-::r

lunch I headed out to Mo Enright's studio in Lillington.

',':. her husband and her little dog made me feel very welcome
=-J I was treated to a welldeserved glass of wine- thank you
':ll This lovely studio/gallery is set up in Mo's garden and
--rtained a wonderful display of her latest series of works.

--:se intersting paintings, of the trunks of trees, are rendered
- a series of oranges and greys with the layered technique of

-: paint lending the works a unique depth of light which make

.-:

abstract forest scenes almost glow within the canvas. lts
==sy to see why Mo's works are so popular.

::pped over to Warwick and made a first stop at the exhibi-

:r inside Warwick Hospital. I have to say that this was one
-' ny major disappointments from artsweek. Upon entering
-: hospital lstopped atthe desk to ask directions and sadly

-, -one knew what I was talking about, not even the nice older

=:ies at the help desk who were sitting by an artsweek venue
- :rl I left the ladies with an artsweek brochure and finally
-: security guard pointed me to outpatients and A&E where
':und two lots of work. There, hanging from the ceiling like
= ;iant angel was a fantastic site specific sculpture by Grace

'.:',vman. The abstract figure shape was made of thick plastic
,r ng- much like the tubing they use in hospitals, following
- from Grace's theme of using hospital equipment as her
:rking medium. The piece had a unique beauty about it,
:::h being imposing and ephemeral at the same time. ln the
: i E I found textile hangings by Stratford based aftist Barbara
: :oe whose work added some gentle beauty to an otherwise
- snal space.
,',as disappointed for the artists because there was a strong
-^ance that not many artsweek visitors would see their work;
-:ver found the pieces by the other artists- and after only
'- minutes parked in the carpark it cost me t3l ln all fairness
-:-lgh I have to say that this was not an organisational prob-

:-i

or any fault of the artists; blame for the lack of organisation

-'-s to lie firmly with the hospital. While I understand that

',arwick Hospital is in some difficulty at the moment and that
:-clic opinion of the place is at a low ldon't understand why

Shipston first- well Cherington to be precise- and the lovely
home of artist Dianne Greenway. I followed the directions in
the brochure, which were spot on and lots of balloons; bunting
and posters told me I had found the place!

Inside I was welcomed by Dianne and her husband and
given a well-deserved glass of lemon and mint water. The
house looked great and after a chat I had a look around
the main room containing work. Dianne's paintings are
sensitive still lifes of a range of interesting objects. The
fascinating thing about Dianne's show was that the interesting objects, like little animal skulls and jars of shells, were
all around me in the room. The joy of studio visits is that
you get to see the source materials as well as the finished
results giving you a little insight into the artistic process.
Back on the road I headed into Shipston to go around the
Shipston Art Trail. Basically all the shops in town put art in their
windows so you could see art as you shop! This worked very
well as you could see a lot of work in a small walkable area. A
highlight of the Shipston visit was a trip to the 'Where I fell in
love'gallery- which had a wide ranging selection of works in
every conceivable media.
Onwards and northwards I headed into Stratford and called
into the Stratford showcase exhibition at The Gallery within
Stratford Leisure Centre. The space has undergone a lot of

change over the past year with the new owners, Stratford
College, focusing more on locally produced work and also the
gallery now has new large leather sofas to take the weight off
of weary feet! The showcase exhibition was well put together
and even gave you the chance to vote for your favourite
prece.

For me the standout exhibition was at Stratford Picture
House where father and daughter, Phoebe and Simon
English, were showing in the bar. Her work was fun and
fashion orientated with prints of high heeled shoes crying
out 'buy me, you know you want to!' and lots of fresh looking fashion designs. Simon was showing alongside with
some of his land art proposals - possibly work we may see
him produce in the future. The bar space had undergone
a huge transformation since the last time I showed any
work there- with the walls repainted a neutral colour, new
lights added and new furniture. Definately worth a look.

--:y would want to keep the fact that wonderful art work was on
- splay there under wraps. lf they are truly interested in sup: :1ing local artists to show in their hospital-providing patients
:r more interesting and pleasing surroundings during their
::'haps difficult stay-they need to really make an effort to pro- r:e the work not just to the press but within the hospital itself
.

-

.er

that d isappoi ntment I headed off to Warwick

R

ecords off ice

-- Oarol Ballard's exhibition based on records and objects from
Lunatic Asylum. lt was a great exhibition made up of hol':ton
,',,
: books that opened up to show found objects, photographs
=-i text inside. Each book was based on a different person

-o lived at the asylum. A very poignant and interesting show.
- rvalk into town took me to St.Nicholas' Church where
:-: arty members of the congregation had got together an
='rribition of their work. lt was a pleasant exhibition embody-3 the true spirit of artsweek- artists getting together in
=r unusal venue to show their work. lt was a well organs:d and fun show which was a pleasure to look around.

Mark Tilly

Next call was Alcester and Longbarn village, where several large scale sculptures by artist Mark Tilley welcomed us.

presented an installation that consisted of shelves of jars of
buttons which we

Longbarn Village was a strange place- I was expecting an
artist's studio complex and what I got was an upmarket
set of shops where the shop assistants warn you with their
eyes that you can't afford to be in there let alone purchase
anything. I had a long look in one store at Jayne Lucas's
fantastic paper clay ceramics- sensitivly dispersed amongst
the wooden furniture and household goods- and headed
back outside to take another look at Mark's sculptures.
I

think the saddest thing about the Stratford shows was the big

civic hall exhibition was not on for long- | missed it!! The private view clashed with the LSA open private view and I heard
many good things about the work on display- especially that
there was a lot of work there by younger artists, something
think we need more of in future events. Hopefully next time
the Civic Hall will allow the group a longer time slot to show
I

work.

On my way up to the North of the County I stopped off in
Kenilworth at the studio of artist Jo Roberts. I was treated to
the BEST homemade cookies and had a super time. Jo had
recently been to Australia and while she was away had sent
home a letter a day detailing her thoughts. When she got back
she found that all the letters had made it home and as she reread them she drew a small picture responding to the content.
The letters and drawings were displayed in her studio along with
a little map from each place she had been. My task as a visitor
was to pick my favourite item on the wall. lnterestingly I picked
a drawing that was pretty blank and called 'a little bit of nothing'perhaps by this stage that's what my brain was screaming for?!
A really relaxing visit with Jo in her delightful studio.

Alfreda Mchale

were invited to take down and mix up in mixing bowls. The
idea then was to place your mix back on the shelf- adding our
own mix......to the mix!!The feeling that settled into me whilst
taking part was being back playing house when I was littlemixing things like buttons up to make imaginary cakes and
goodies. I think this installation embodied the very title of the
show, as an art installation- something so unlikely to be found
within a domestic setting-actually embodying the domestic.

My visitto Nuneaton concentrated on Nuneaton College where a
massive arts week exhibition was on. There I bumped into Laura
Gilmour- area coordinator for North Warwickshire-who showed
me round a well put together set of work. lt was a real mix as
both students, community groups and professional artists were
showing together an approach I think we can learn from in the
rest of the county as a way of getting younger artists involved.
It was painfully obvious that there wasn't as much going on up
north as there was down in the south and l'm sure there are

more artists living and working up there than were represented
during artsweek. We all need to work on advocacy, networking
and socialising to make sure the north won't struggle as much
next time.

the end of the last day.
I went to see 'Seven at work' who were in the glasshouse in
Jepherson Gardens in Leamington. lt was a well presented
and mixed show with ceramics by Nicola Richards being the
standout work on show.
I squeezed in trips to venues right up to

The standout show on the last day though was by far Within
the domestic - which was an exhibition within a house. lt was
incredible- it had been cleared out to make room for 5 very different and snazzy art installations. Angie Stride's video of cats
playing on a stage set to circus music was entertaining and
ever so slightly sinister showing how even the cutest things
have their hidden dangers and agendas. Susan O'Grady's
large scale drawings were fantastic although the best thing in
the upstairs rooms was the host's installation. Alfreda Mchale
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Sarah Burditt

The standout work in the show though was an installation by Sarah Burditt, which was located in a little stone
tunnel in the basement of the house. Such a strange
little work but so delightful-almost like a fairy ring- a
very peaceful way to end my visit and end my artsweek.
I have found artsweek as a whole very enjoyable and quite
possibly the best artsweek I have been involved with to date.
I have been to some great studios and shows and been

treated very well by the artists I have met along the way.

Thanks to all who welcomed me into their homes and work
places- l've really enjoyed the process of getting to know you
and your work.
Remember that it was you that made artsweek what it was- a
HUGE success!
Jessica Morgan

Van Gogh and Britain: Pioneer Collectors,
31 March - 18 June 2006
Compton VerneY
-

: . e never been a fan of Vincent van Gogh. I was not both-

, =: about his work and although I appreciated his position in
- -listory I was never impressed enough to research further
-'- :he particular history of his life and career. I have never
--3ht of him as that special; I neither loved the Sunflowers
-- ,',,anted the postcard of the Van Gogh's Chatr. Even so,

-

.--:thing told me that I should see this

-

exhibition

-

I should

= Vincent van Gogh a second glance.

--= exhibition

welcomes the audience with a definition of
r:s:-lmpressionism using a cartoon and a text panel. lt is a
, - :able introduction, illustrating how the Post-lmpressionists
::::heir name and how they were first thought of as a joke.
-- s exhibition is an art historical one, a story of how it all
=:cened and more importantly it is a biography of the British

-::'est in Van Gogh.

- :ssified

by critics as Post-lmpressionists a group of artists

-: rCing Van Gogh led the way to what we now know as

-,:'essionism. The clarity of the brush strokes communi-

.::d the passion of the artist;

this laid bare the construction

:-e painting and allowed the artist to concentrate upon the
. - -plexity of the subject matter. Seeing the paint on the sur'=::, the painting becomes a three dimensional testimony to
--

-

Portrait of Alexander Reid

Van Gogh

Copyright G/asgow M useums

the artist was feeling. With emotions being poured onto

'-:-,',canvas the texture of the painting makes it seem more
:= the vibrant colours used to convey the artists' sentiment.
=^ Gogh explored every feeling he ever had, he exposed his
visual biogra-

--rtions on the canvas; the paintings are his

-.''
--: slightly misguided classification of the Post- lmpressionists
. ^ct the only thing this exhibition is about, it is also about
=i Gogh the myth, the legend and the man. lt is about him
, :adily growing more popular in Britain and exploring those
-,,:hs surrounding him. These myths varied from him being
-aJ. cutting off his ear and killing himself because no one
-=a ised his talent. As with most myths the actualtruth is more
---plex: Vincent van Gogh did not cut off his ear - he muti-

. :C it; his paintings

were selling

-

fairly steadily to British col-

:::3rs; and people did realise his talent during his life time. lt
- :elieved that he suffered from manic depression and he had
=-:ured some difficult times before he shot himself, resulting
- a long and painful death rather than a quick one.

As the first exhibition on collectors of Van Gogh the show comprises paintings and drawings acquired by British institutions
and individuals in the period before 1939. The strength of this
exhibition lies within the decision to omit those paintings which
are most identifiable with Van Gogh (such as the Sunflowers,
and Van Gogh's Chair, etc). Although I know this I still found
myself wandering around expecting to encounter these iconic
examples of Van Gogh's prolific career. As a balance to the
disappointment in the lack of Van Gogh's career defining

works, it is these lesser known paintings that provide a fuller
sense of the artist's life; these paintings had room to breathe,
and the audience could look at them without the more popular
paintings clouding their judgement.
This is an exhibition which gives the audience a new chance
to view a truer history about Van Gogh, to look at these works
with freedom. The Sunf/owers would surely have detracted

from the beautiful paintings which perhaps do not get the
acclaim that they deserve. This art historical exhibition informs
an understanding of the importance of those British collectors
who are paft of the Van Gogh story. lt provides the background
of those individuals and institutions that collected his work,
letters written regarding the purchasing of the works and the
exhibition of a fake Van Gogh providing an interesting twist to
the story. Sometimes popularity and fame undermine an artist
ensuring that the audience concentrates on a handful works,
or alternatively the arlist's life becomes better known than the

work itself.
I think this happened to Vincent van Gogh; it is hard not to
automatically think about him cutting off his ear, going mad,
the paintings of sunflowers, the paintings of his bedroom, or
his chair. ln actual fact there is much more to Van Gogh than
any of that and the exhibition illustrates this coherently and
articulately Photographs couftesy of Compton Vernay.

:

Louise Adams

,'/heatfield with Cypresses

-::rright

The National Gallery

Van Gogh
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The Conservation of Easel Painting
The conservation and restoration of works of art has never
been simple. There are numerous questions to be asked
before treatment begins and there are many considerations to
take into account. There have been controversies about conservation as long as conservation has been carried out. Public
concern about the conservation and restoration of high profile
works of art is often highlighted in the media today.
Why is there controversy?
As the painting ages it changes and so can never look as it
did when originally painted. The painting is made up of organic
materials which continually interact and react with the environment - each component differently. With time the painting
becomes very different from when it was first painted, and
relationships within the painting change. The oil paint oxidises
and becomes more transparent so some of the lower layers
become more visible which may distort the tonal relationships.
Pigments may have faded, or changed colour or tone differentially. The paint film may have cracked and raised in a form
of cupping. The varnish yellows. The picture becomes coated
with grime.

It was a crucial choice because it determined the tona!ity of the
painting and in most cases has become more dominant as the
painting has aged. Sometimes the painter then outlined some
of the composition with underdrawing in charcoal or thin paint.
Paint iayers are applied over the ground. Paint is composed of
coloured pigments rnixed with a binding medium, for example
linseed oil, egg ternpera or acrylic. The paint can be applied

in numerous ways using brushes, palette knives or any other
lools and paint layers can vary enormously in thickness and
complexity from thin transparent washes to thick opaque textured brushwork. Pigments are made from a wide variety of
materials irom many sources and include naturally occurring
minerals, such as lapis lazuli; organic and animal products,
such as madder and carrnine or synthetic maierials manufactured by chemical processes, for example prussian blue and
lead-tin yellow. The varnish is applied over the paint layers to
give protection and saturate the colours. lt may be natural or
synthetic and will often change and discolour with time.
All paintings begin to change from the moment the painter finishes work on them. The effects of natural ageing. light, heat.
humidity, accidental damage and sometimes poor restoration
all contribute. Natural ageing is intrinsic to the materials of the
painting, but it is accelerated by exposure to light. pafticularly

to ultraviolet radiation, high or
One stated aim of the restorer is to return the painting to the
state when it was first painted - but this is impossible because
of the reasons outlined above. With some museum objects it is
perfectly acceptable to preserve the object as it is and prevent

further deterioration, but with paintings it is a more complex
decision because paintings are object and image. ln paintings
which have undergone significant change, ihe artist's original
intention is no longer present. Aspects of that intention or a
new relationship to the intention may be restored.
Generally the controversies are aboul cleaning. The restorer
constructs a new relationship between us and the work by
changing how the work looks. There are different ways to
do this and different types ol cleaning method have evolved
- complete cleaning, partial cleaning and selective cleaning.
The restorer should always be guided by the artist's intent.
The restorer's task is to preserve and show to its best advantage every particie remaining of a painting.

changing temperatures and

extreme humidities or fluctuating humidities. The changes that
occur may include loss of colour or colour change in pigments;

the development of crack patterns in the paint which are
caused by oxidation of the paint meCium resulting in shrinkage and embrittlement of the paint layer or by poor drying of
the paint resulting in wide traction cracks. Pentimenti occur
when an artist has changed the painting by painting over a
first composition. With time the oil medium changes character,

the paint becornes more transparent and the first composition may become visible. This visible underpainting is called
a pentiment. Usually a conservator rvill not take any action
to disguise the elfects of natural ageing Occasionally some
retouching might be used to disguise very unsightly cracks.
More serious damage may occurs to a painting accidentally
and will be more likeiy to require ihe intervention of a conservator, High humidity levels cause mould growth which permanently damages the paint - the mould lives off components of

Why do paintings need treatment?
Easel paintings are composile structures and it is this composite nature that often causes ploblems because the component
pafis react differently to cefiain stresses or changes in the
environmeni. To make decisions about how best to care for
them and how to treat any problems it is useful to have some
knowledge about the structure and materials of the painting.

Generally canvas, wood panel, metal panel or board is used
as the support, although artists have used almost anything
that they can paint on.
On to this is applied the ground layer. Wood and canvas suppods are unsuitable for painting on directly because they are
too rough and absorbent. Traditionally they were prepared
with layers of ground or priming. For panels this was usually a
mixture of gypsum or chalk with animal glue. lt was applied as
a liquid, allowed to dry and form a rather brittle layer and was
then rubbed smooth. On early ltalian panels this was gesso.
Standard preparation for canvases was pigments ground in oil
which is more flexible. The colouts could vary widely from light
to dark, warm or cool - all painters had their own preferences,
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Figure

1

Figure 1 shows a painting which was exposed to high humidity levels as a result ol a flood. Mould covered the painting in
three days. Moisture also causes shrinkage of the canvas or
support, cracking of ihe paint lilm and {laking paint.

What is painting conservation?
Before a painting is treated, a detailed examination is carried
out under normal and raking light, using ultra-violet and infrared radiation, and possibly X-raying it. lts condition is fully
recorded with documentation and photography. There are
many different materials and techniques used in the conservation and restoration of paintings. Each step in the treatment
process has various options. Different types of materials are
favoured for different types of painting, and materials used
vary from restorer to restorer and country to country. Below
some of the treatments used are described.
Sufface cleaning
The paint surface may be cleaned using a cotton wool swab
moistened with saliva, water or a weak ammonium hydroxide
solution. The saliva contains enzymes and a surfactant which
helps in the removal of dirt. The reverse of the painting can be
cleaned using a soft brush and gentle vacuum.
= gure 2

=:Jre 2 shows a painting which was submerged in water.

--:

support has shrunk, the paint has "tented" and there is
cient flaking and loss. Knocks and blows to the painting
-'-'v result in damage to the varnish, paint and ground or if
-:'e force has been used it may damage the support and
--:ak the canvas, or split the panel.

-:

Figure 4
Figure 4shows the painting Landscape and Cattle by Nikolaus
Van Hoye, Glynn Vivian Art Gallery Collection, during surface
cleaning.

Removal of discoloured varnish
lf a natural varnish has been used it is often discoloured to
a yellow brown and disfigures the painting. An aged natural varnish can usually by removed with cotton wool swabs
moistened with an organic solvent, for example propan-2-ol,
acetone, industrial methylated spirits or mixtures of the solvents with white spirit.

Figure 3

::Jre 3 shows a painting which suffered a blow causing a
-: ito the canvas. Heat will accelerate the general ageing
--:3esses and if a painting is in a fire, smoke damage, melt-; cf paint or burning may result.

-:rospheric dirt and pollution may settle on paintings and

-:st paintings become covered with a layer of dust and dirt
-.:r time if they do not have glazing. Ordinary dust is rela.:ly straightforward to remove with water moistened cotton
:cl swabs. Atmospheric dirt from a coal fire or nicotine from
: :arelte smoke contains tar and forms a yellowish brown
:..:r on the paint surface. This is quite difficult to remove.

Consolidation of llaking and loose paint
lf the paint has cracked and is separating from lower layers
adhesive can be carefully applied and sometimes set with
heat and pressure. Water based adhesives used include
isinglass, gelatine and PVA. Heat activated adhesives include
wax/resin mixtures and Beva 371. Figures 5, 6 and 7 show
details from the painting Diana and Endymion attributed to
Pietro da Cortona, Glynn Vivian Art Gallery Collection, taken
before, during and after treatment. The paint surface was
embrittled and severely cracked and the varnish was brown
and obscured the paint details. The raised cracks were consolidated with wax resin adhesive and the discoloured varnish
was removed with acetone.
Tear mending
lf there are holes, tears or splits in the canvas, any distortions

are first removed using moisture and pressure. Holes are
filled with a canvas insert, of similar weight and texture as the
original, which exactly fits the missing shape. Adhesives are
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A painting may be re-lined if an old lining is failing. The old
lining should be removed and the painting attached to a new
support.

Figure 8

Figure 9

Figure 5

Figure 10

Figure 6

8,9 and 10 show the painting of Rhiannon by Carey
Morris, private collection, before, during and after treatment.
The painting had been severely slashed. The painting was
treated with moisture and pressure to remove the distortions
and align the torn canvas. The tears were rejoined using a
synthetic adhesive. The canvas \vas so severely damaged
that a new canvas was needed to provide proper support for
the paint. A woven polyester lining nas attached to the painting using a synthetic heat activated adhesive. After lining the
tears were filled and retouched to match the surrounding original paint. A thin synthetic varnish was applied to fully saturate
the painting.
Figures

Filling paint losses
Figure 7

sparingly applied to the canvas fibres then the edges of the
torn fabric are realigned and allowed to dry whilst being held
in position using light pressure.

Lining
Lining is a process of attaching a new canvas (or other support) to the original support. lt is carried out if a painting has
severe tears or splits or is very brittle and weak and the original
canvas no longer provides adequate support.
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Paint losses may be filled with an appropriate filler to match
the texture of the surrounding paint. Gelatine or wax mixed
with chalk is commonly used.

Betouching media
The paint losses can be retouched using PVA, Egg tempera,
watercolour, acrylic, synthetic 872 (an acrylate copolymer).
Figures 11, 12 and 13 show "Lady with Ermine Cloak" by
unknown artist, Glynn Vivian Art Gallery Collection, before,
during and after treatment.

Varnishes
The painting can be re-varnished with Natural resins e.g.
dammar or mastic, or Synthetic resins e.g. MS2A, B72,
Ketone

N

How to train as a conservator

::-'9

There are three training courses for easel painting conservation in the UK: in Cambridge, London and Newcastle.
The lnstitute of Conservation website www.icon.org.uk lists
all conservation training courses in the UK. After training
and some work experience a conservator may undergo
the accreditation process. The Professional Accreditation
of Conservator-Restorers PACR scheme is operated by the
lnstitute of Conservation. Rigorous assessment of ability
and professionalism by peers and continuing professional
development monitored. When accredited the conservator can use the initials ACR after their name - standing for
Accredited Conservator-Restorer. The accreditation system
is being developed so that the same accreditation covers all
disciplines and extends through Europe

11

How to find a conservator

Many restorers are listed on the conservation register.
This can be found on the lnstitute of Conservation website
www.icon.org.uk There has been some validation for the
restorer to be on the register but it is not as rigorous as the
accreditation proced ure.
ICON is the largest professional body for conservator/
restorers in the UK and covers all disciplines. Some specialisms also have their own groups, for example, BAPCR - the
British Association of Paintings Conservator-Restorers and
IPC

-

the lnstitute of Paper Conservators.

Jenny Williamson

Figure 12

Fufther Reading
Hedley, G., Measured Opinions, UKIC, 1993
National Gallery Technical Bulletin, National gallery, London,
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Bomford, D., Conservation of Paintings, National Gallery,
1997
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Paintings Conservation, Getty, 2003
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Thoughts about
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Another kind of artist?
The notion of a rejected, alienated class of artists, victims of
the capitalist market and discriminated against by the academic elite, is well established in the annals of modern aft.
It entered the popular imagination through opera, literature
and eventually the twentieth-century cinema (think of Kirk
Douglas as Vincent van Gogh). Because of the struggles of
the lmpressionists and their successors, it passed into modern
mythology of what an artist has to endure. As a recent exhibition at The National Gallery in London shows, from the late
eighteenth century through to the early twentieth century, the
archetype of the artist as a visionary outsider 'acquired a powerful hold on our collective imagination' (Rebels & Martyrs).
One strand in this myth is the idea of the artist as a proletarian
outsrder who might be a political radical and who might also
find common cause with other bohemian marginals. But those
who subscribe to this myth rarely take account of the fact that
the nineteenth century art world spawned a proletariat in the
more conventional sense of a dispossessed working body of
people. The group I have in mind (we mlght think of them as
labourers in art) consisted of people whose function was to
make reproductions of art. Before the development of halftone photography in the 1880s handicraft engravers played
a key role in supplying reproductions of paintings, helping to
promote the reputations and the fodunes of painters within
a developing fine art market. ln nineteenth century London
engravers struggled with the academy to gain recognition for
their art. However, their struggle was grounded in a notion of
originality that was very different from that which came to prevail in the twentieth century. ln order to understand what was
going on here we need to look more closely at a neglected
ispect of the nineteenth century art world.l
During the nineteenth century artists commonly painted a
picture for exhibition at the Royal Academy, another fashionable exhibiting society or a dealer's gallery in mind. They
might also anticipate its mass reproduction through engraving.
Engraving was an activity shunned by painters. Great artists
had once been intimately involved in the making of prints as

well as painting, but by the second half of the eighteenth
century these activities were becoming specialized, with the
engraver taking the role of an artistic inferior. Even during
the seventeenth century the diarist John Evelyn had noticed
that painters were reluctant to take up engraving. And the
engraver George Vertue (1684-1756) observed that as soon
as people who had trained in engraving got started in painting
or sculpture they ignored their first calling. Vertue compared
the engraver with different types of painter, with gold chasers, carvers and others. He concluded: '[a]ll these are fully
paid honoured and rewarded for the skill and their works -but
the only unregarded -unpittyed is the poor copper engraver'.

A century later, in 1853, John Ruskin exclaimed: '[a]nd Mrs
Beecher Stowe and the North Americans fancy they have
abolished slavery!'There were exceptions; people who combined reproductive and original engraving with painting. But if
a person stressed the engraving side of their work they were
probably condemned to aftistic inferiority or else succeeded
against the odds. Think of William Blake.

arrived on the scene in the late nineteenth century. The idea
that photographic reproductions displaced an earlier, more
authentic communion with originals is a myth. Photography,
or rather the mechanized production of photographic reproductions, displaced not originals but an earlier culture of
reproduction that was rooted in a tradition of handicraft-print
making (Figure

Figure

1).

1

ln the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries the engravers who
made reproductive plates and blocks did not think of themselves as mere copyists of originals. Some went so far as to
claim their own originality in interpreting and even improving
on originals. They claimed a secondary authorship for their
reproductions which were sometimes compared to literary
translations. Art reproduction, which classically took the form
of line-engravings, evolved from the sixteenth century as
distinctive visual language --one that permitted translation of
works of art into the medium of print. This can be thought of
as sort of visual syntax

-a combination of lines, flicks and dots

which rationalized the problems of representation - and into
which paintings and drawings were translated. Whilst it is true
that not all reproductive engraving conformed to this style of
line engraving (sometimes hybridized with other methods) did
carry a particular authority in matters of reproduction. A typical
Victorian steel engraving, such as the one reproduced here,
gives us an idea of how it worked as a system of representation (Figures 2 & 3). Such reproductions carried the signs of
a secondary authorship which is evident in a labour of line.
The engraver translated and interpreted the original painting,
drawing or sculpture from its original artistic language into a
language of line and dots. Handicraft reproductions showed
signs of the skilled labour of their making whilst their consumption was linked to an appreciation of the engraver's style as
well as the work of the original artist.

Today, most deliberations about reproduction in aft implicitly

assume that reproductions are photographs or rather that
they are mechanical or digital reproductions of photographs.
However, photography did not inaugurate the age of art reproduction. The mass production of reproductions was an estab-

lished feature of the art trade before photography and well
before the mechanical reproduction of half - tone photographs
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By the twentieth century photo-mechanical methods were
established as the dominant way of reproducing paintings but
this was the final chapter in a long historical process of technical and institutional change which stretched back to the eighteenth century. One aspect of this was a struggle concerning
the politics of art and the Royal Academy of Atls in London.
From its foundation in 1768, the RoyalAcademy was seen by

1882) life-long exclusion from the RA, academicians regarded
his engraving activities as part of the explanation. lt is no
surprise that reproductive engravers fought to improve their
artistic status within the Academy. lnside the Academy there
was a recurring debate about their situation. At first they were
totally excluded, and then in 1769 humiliated by their admission as inferior adists (associates). Over the years, engravers
like John Landseer (Edwin's brother) and John Pye attacked
the Academy on this issue, complaining that their status did
not square with their creative role and that they were more
than mere 'copyists'. But until 1853 their position remained
unchanged.

The second aspect concerns the changing economic situation
of the engraver. ln the second half of the eighteenth century
engraving became a world of big business and capital investment. The market for engravings of all kinds, topographical
prints, illustrations, portraits, maps and reproductions of paintings had grown. For example, the great John Boydell (once

Figure 2

famous for the Boydell Shakespeare Prints) developed a
print publishing business that grew into a venture involving
hundreds of thousands of pounds. By the '1840s there were
about 20 print sellers in London with their turnovers averaging €16,000 a year. One business was said to have reached
?22,000 in 1844. And in 1849 the editor of influential Art
Journal (announcing the publication of reproductlve engravings) declared a policy of 'rendering "good art cheap"' and of
placing 'its most meritorious examples in the hands of 'the
many'.

From the point of view of the painter, these developments
were of major importance. Before the development of halftone photography in the 1880s, reproductive printmaking
was a way that the painter could extend his or her reputation
and fortune ln 1822 the print publishers Robinson and Hurst
agreed to pay Thomas Lawrence t3,000 a year for the exclusive right to engrave his paintings. Later in the century Edwin
Landseer was getting well over t2,000 and even fl3,000 for
individual copyrights. He was paid a total of t60,000 for copyrights by Henry Graves the publisher.

ln the second quarter of the century the illustrated annuals
provided an important medium for the reproduction of paint-

ings. And from the 1840s, commissions to illustrate the
popular press were an invaluable source of income while

Figure 3

:^gravers to have stigmatized them. The most prestigious and
::rverful exhibiting society in the art world (its power flowing
--:m aristocratic and bourgeois support, its prestige confirmed
--,' a King's charter) was dominated by painters, sculptors and
=-:hitects and defined engravers as inferior artists. Academic
-:hodoxy did not permit people who made what we today

'- nk of as 'original prints' the same status as painters or
.:ulptors. On the other hand, the reproductive engraver had
= secondary, but nevertheless publicly acknowledged creative
: le within the Academy and was recognized as a kind of artist.

young painters established their reputations. For artists like
Frederick Walker, Hubert Herkomer and Luke Fildes, 'black
and white'work was an important first chapter in their careers
with drawn illustrations for periodicals like Good Words sometimes maturing as paintings exhibited at the RoyalAcademy's
annual summer exhibition.
This interdependence between painter, public and engraver
was the basis for new functions, roles and institutions. lt
resulted in developments in technology, increased specialization and a production routine. Relatively large workshops
appeared which were run by entrepreneur art directors -middlemen- who had the contacts with painters and a specialized
knowledge of the market.

-rlike painters, however, engravers were not full members of Under the impact of technical and organizational developments, print production in the late eighteenth and early
:r that there were doubts about an artist's credentials if they nineteenth centuries increasingly used semi-skilled labour.

:^e Academy. Given this system there was always the possibil-

-ad the whiff of the engraver's shop about them. lt has been
=:ggested that William Hogarth's opposition to establishing a
:cyal Academy was because he suspected that as an engravhe would only have secondary status. And whatever the real
='
-:ason for landscape and portrait painter John Linnell's (1792-

The use of the so-called 'tone' processes in metal engraving
(stipple, dot and mezzotint techniques) as opposed to line
engraving encouraged this and allowed a more faithful rendering of the original. Assistants specialized in engraving parts
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of the plate, or were confined to special stages of its production -like putting the ground on a mezzotint plate or punching
holes for dotted prints. ln one case the necessary skills were
directly transferred from shoe buckle production with unemployed buckle workers recruited from Birmingham to London to
engrave the backgrounds and draperies of dotted prints. The
successful use of steel plates from the 1820s gave tremendous
advantages in regard to edition size. However, the steel plate
turned line engraving into a Herculean labour and showed the
advantage of mezzotint, where the initial labour of preparing
the plate might be easily passed onto assistants.

away from the lines of the drawing, exposing them as a relief
printing surface. ln other words, each line drawn by the artist
cost another man so much in mechanical labour. lt was this
that would lead Ruskin to talk of slavery, and William Morris of
the literal reproduction of meaningless scrawl'. ln illustrating
his point Ruskin cited "Astraea Redux!!" drawn by Tenniel for
Punch in 1872 (Figure 4).

Employment in an engraving shop was becoming a drudge job
that confined the worker to narrow areas of engraving and (in
the craft tradition) denied the artisan the satisfaction of signed
work. The engraver, John Pye, once did some work independently, only to find that his employer's name (Heath) was added

to the plate. On another occasion he found that an agreement
that he should do a piece of work had been broken and the job
taken over by his boss. lt seems that Heath intended using a
team of assistants, one of whom was to be Pye. Pye refused to
cooperate on these terms and managed to whip up some support among the other assistants. Apprentices and journeymen
tended to become dependent on their masters. After labouring
in their master's shop for years, they might be wholly incapable
of carrying a plate through its various stages to completion;
although skilled in the translation of backgrounds unapproachable in their skies, or unrivalled in their draperies.

ln the second half of the century, the London wood-engraving shops reached similar levels of exploitation and drudgery. By then readers could expect an unparalleled pictorial
complement to their reading matter. lt was the entrepreneurial
achievements of people like the Dalziel brothers, Swain, Linton
and so on made this possible. Wood-block engraving -with its
advantage that the engraved block could be set up with the
letter-press- became the main way of illustrating a wide variety
of popular material including poetry, fiction, technical and scientific material, religious tracts, art journalism and, above all,
the weeklies.
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Figure 4

He drew attention to the cross-hatch ng on the wall between
John Bull and the Lord Chancellor and to the '1,050 or so interGone were the days of Bewick when a small engraving might stices that had to be cut clear. to get that two square inches
take a month to appear. Production was speeded up, quality of shadow'. Calculate, he said. 'hov; many men are night and
standardized and delivery dates guaranteed. The firm of Smith day cutting 1,050 holes to the square inch as the occupation
and Linton employed up to a dozen, sometimes twenty jour- of their manly liJe'. Here, perhaps. was the real proletariat of
neymen and pupils -really a small factory producing engrav- the art world. Here too is a clue to radicalism that marked so
ings. And like other engravers, the Dalziel family found that many nineteenth-century engravers. Half artist, half artisan
they could only meet a deadline by breaking the block into and sometimes exploited, they oflen adopted a critical stance
pieces and passing each piece onto a separate engraver. Once on art and its institutions
engraved the pieces were reassembled and worked over by a
master-engraver. There could be as many as ten engravers Not everyone who turned their hands to engraving in the nineworking on a single block, sometimes more. ln the case of Luke teenth-century was reduced to mechanical work by the prejuFildes's picture of Napoleon lll on his death bed (published by dices of the art world and the machinery of the market. Some
engravers formed a technical and entrepreneurial leadership,
The Graphic) 30 engravers were employed.
which served the needs of painting, yet discovered a creative
As things changed the engraver became completely subordi- role as it solved the problems of translating painting values
nate to the artist-illustrator with his or her personality finding into the engraver's line and tone. These men (such as James
little or no expression in the end product. As the artist Hubert and Charles Heath, John Landseer, John Pye, T. G. Lupton
Herkomer put it in 1882: lhe drawing should bear no trace of and others) formed a privileged group. They often had some
his hand'. Two or three styles of illustration were developed in kind of academic training in art, occasionally becoming the
the 1860s and 1870s. One of these was linear, largely avoid- heads of engraving shops and even enjoying royal patronage.
ing the later use of tints and shades that had to be translated They were paft of a structure that helped to sustain the fine
into the engraver's line. Typically, the illustration was drawn arts ideology, particularly the dominance of oil painting.
onto the wood block by the artist (from the early 1860s it was
possible for the drawing to be fixed photographically on the This structure -combining the productive relations of engravwood). lt was then facsimiled by an engraver who cut the wood ing and the market institutions like publishing houses, dealers,
print hawkers and so on- became the focus for special problems of cultural authority and control in nineteenth century art.
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carried out original work in engraving, they tended to push this
into the private areas of their creative lives.

The development of

a

public culture, something that the

Victorians were very conscious of, expressed itself partly as
an increasing demand for fine art. lt was a demand structured
by accepted aesthetic categories. These categories which
were historically associated with art academies had made
painters, sculptors and architects members of a liberal profession. lt was the relatively high agreement on the importance
of painting in an expanding art world that favoured the mass
reproduction of paintings, and this pattern of aesthetic domination by painting of handicraft printmaking.
Here was the artistic parallel to the English industrial revolution. The preferences and tastes of new social groups -both the
industrial middle class and the working classes- were shaped
through a cultural apparatus that unleashed new artistic powers. Here was the a world with its own capitalists, its own men
of genius and its own workers, a world that knew technological unemployment (particularly as photo-mechanical methods

of reproduction were developed), poor labour relations and
quasi-industrial conflict. This was the background of many
nineteenth century painters, whether trained as engravers
(James Ward) employed as print colourists (J.M.W. Turner),
or employed as illustrators drawing on wood (Luke Fildes).

:

3ure

5

"Astraea Fledux!!" detail

I re issue was that of copyright. Another problem was that of
::nflict between painters and engravers. We have seen that
--e source of conflict was the engraver's academic status.
second was rooted in the interdependencies of the repro-ctive process itself. The history of nineteenth-century art is
- I of anecdotes about artists' misunderstandings over what
:uld happen to their work in the engraving process. Rosetti's
liculties with Dalziel are well documented: 'He [W. J. Linton]
you, but Dalziel deals in fevers and
=eps stomach aches for
;ues.' George Du Maurier (illustrator and author of Trilby)
-:uld find a drawing so badly engraved that he scarcely rec-:nized it. John Leech once said to a friend who was admiring
- s work prior to engraving: 'Ah, wait till you see what it looks
-:e in Punch next week.' Turner had stormy relations with
- s engravers, particularly over the production of his 'Liber
l:udiorum'; whilst Landseer had to face complaints that his
=:eration of pictures at the proofing stage caused extra work.

George and Edward Dalziel reflecting on their own branch
of the trade in 190'1 observed: 'When we think... of the vast
mass of wonderful illustrations given to the public, week by
week, of very conceivable class of subject, direct from the
camera, in which the draughtsman has no part at all... we feel
that our occupation is gone'. The celebrated engraver William
Woollett died in 1785. His memorial at Westminster Abbey
was inscribed with the epitaph: 'lncisor Excellentissimus'. lt is
said that his tombstone was embellished with a less elevated
message when it was embellished with the following graffito:
Here Woollett rests, expecting to be saved;
He graved well, but is not well engraved
Gordon Fyfe

Notes
1 Parts of this discussion draw on William lvins (1953) Prints
and Visual Communicafion, London: Routledge.

iave suggested that during the nineteenth century the status
only reluctantly conferred on people who made
'-eir living from engraving. The artist might be an engraver
--lt it did not follow that the engraver was an artist, at least in

:' 'artist'was

:^e fullest sense of the word. ln Mark Rutherford's early twen-:th century novel, Clara Hopgood, we find Frederick Dennis
rodelled on the real-life radical engraver W. J. Linton)

::rntedly introduced as a wood engraver who 'preferred to
-all himself an arlist'. And a meeting at the Royal Academy
.as once reduced to laughter by the very suggestion that a
'-ronument be erected in Westminster Abbey to the memory
:: the engraver William Woollett. Understandably then, if an
- I painter turned to etching he or she made it clear that they
,',ere only doing so for their own amusement. Where painters
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NON ART SPACE?
Neil Moore

Some of you may have heard or read of Leamington Art
Gallery's decision not to go ahead with an exhibition of my
work. The reasons stated in a letter to me from Jeff Watkin
(Warwickshire District Council Arts and Heritage Manager)
raise a number of issues that I think have wider implications
for all of us. I quote:-

"the subject matter of many of your paintings might not be
suitable for a publicly funded museum which aims to attract
a diverse audience."......."pictures of explicitly naked young
people might be particularly controversial in the present climate of popular and media concern."

As an artist, an occupation synonymous with risk, it is hard
to put myself in his position. ls it that he is genuinely trying
to ensure that unsuspecting visitors to the gallery won't be
offended, - or does he personally wish to avoid any criticism
that he evidently imagines an exhibition of my work will provoke? lf the former is the case then a simple sign indicating
that the content of some of the images may cause offence has
many successful precedents. lt is disheartening to contemplate the long term implications of the latter explanation being

correct as we will only ever be allowed to exhibit, or see ad
of the most innocuous kind. Perhaps he felt the possibility of
public criticism might jeopardise their funding, - again a spineless act for someone who represents art at the highest level
within local government.

-

Whatever the actual reason the effect is the same we artists will only be allowed to exhibit work considered by Jeff
Watkin to be inoffensive. The few members of the public who
by chance find the temporary exhibition space (a geographic
indication of the prominence they give to contemporary artists)
- won't be trusted with the right to be offended.
The other stated reason for not proceeding with the exhibition
was purported to be that I refused to give....
"a detailed explanation of how your work might be interpreted
in a way that doesn't give grounds for reasonable complaints
about the exhibition content."

There is some truth in this (although the "reasonable complaints" seems to be prejudicial). I strongly believe that the
viewer should have the freedom to respond in accordance
with their own upbringing, lifestyle, associations and beliefs.
Captioning each painting with the artist's current interpretation
denies the individual's own creative engagement. My work
isn't propaganda - it is ambiguous; there is no definitive explanation. I don't have any answers, so to give "detailed explanations" would be disingenuous. I discussed my view with Jeff

Watkin and the then curator (Kath Cockshaw) explaining that
it is conceptually central to my work that the viewer sees what
they choose to see, and once the artist has offered a certain
interpretation the viewer's personal imaginative interaction
with the image ends.
This belief caused consternation in the meeting because without "interpretation" the role of the curator is diminished and
more alarmingly (if they followed my reasoning) they evidently
regarded some of what they saw as obscene, which revealed
something of their own psyche they felt uncomfortable with.
lf you like to make up your own mind what offends you can see
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Editorial Note
Neil asked us to print this article which we do in its entirity.
It brings up the aged old question of public censorship. I remember two publicly funded galleries (which also got flak) for
showing the work of Robert Mapplethorpe in the 1980's. They
got round the problem of public offense by putting a sign up
expressing that some of the images may cause offense. These
two major art galleries were in London. So. ls Leamington excused because it is a parochial gallery? What is the role of
such galleries? Do you want them to be the custodians of our
morality? or are we grown up enough to decide for ourselves.
Go to the exhibition and decide for yourself and let us know.
We will print the best replies. Lets be adult and discuss this in
a cool headed and collective way. email your response to :
comment@ billjackson. biz

At HM Graphics
L Regent Street Leamington Spa
L2 December 2OO5 January

2 00

white
v
Christmas
Abstract artists
fhe exhibition features

from the 195Os
and 1970s. To celebrate our Sth Christmas exhibition the gallery
will be showing new work from abstract European artists as well as
more familiar names including Pasmore, Albers, Riley, Vasare1y,
Jackson, Maire and many more!
European

also at The White

Room

Gallery Bath

White
Christmas
II
26t-h November 2OO5 January
2OO7

exhibition wiII include a suite of work by Sir Peter Blake.
'Love' Suite features ten limited edition silkscreen prints finis
ith diamond dust.
Brock Street
Bath
Somerset : BAI 2LN

For further information visit
www . thewhiteroomgal lery . com

'Secret Love' Sir Peter
'Untitled'

Ivan Picelj

B1ake

